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Abstract 
Seismic tomography becomes an effective tool for determining wave velocities in 
the presence of lateral velocity variations. In crosshole seismic tomography, waveform 
tomography attempts to use the first arrival wavelets, transmitted and scattered energy 
in the recorded seismic data to reconstruct a velocity model. It gets rid of the 
assumption of asymptotic rays in traveltime tomography and exploits more data 
information. 
The generation of an initial model for waveform tomography is an essential 
requirement. Traveltime tomography is used to build the initial velocity model for 
waveform tomography, since it is typically more robust, easier to implement, and 
computationally much cheaper than waveform tomography. For the traveltime 
inversion of crosshole seismic data, I present some working solutions to the following 
three issues related to the real data application: how to suppress the effect of data errors, 
how to balance the data contribution and a reference model, and how to properly set the 
geological constraint in an inversion. 
Waveform tomography is implemented in the frequency domain. Compared to a 
time-domain version, the frequency-domain version enables the use of distinct 
frequency components to adequately reconstruct the subsurface velocity field, and 
thereby dramatically reduces the input data quantity required for the inversion process. 
For real data application, I have found that the following three issues are essential. (a) 
A good initial model is necessary for waveform tomography. As real data are often 
band limited with missing low frequencies, we need a good initial model to fill in the 
gap of low frequencies before the inversion of available frequencies. (b) A group of 
frequencies should be used simultaneously at each iteration, to suppress the effect of 
data noise in the frequency domain. (c) A smoothness constraint on the model is also 
needed in the inversion, to cope with the effect of uneven distribution of ray coverage, 
and the effect of strong sensitivities to short wavelength model variations. 
As for all geophysical inversions, it is important to make a quality assessment of 
the reconstructed model, to identify which parts of the model are well-resolved and can 
confidently be used for geological interpretation. I use checkerboard tests to provide a 
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quantitative assessment of the performance of waveform tomography and the reliability 
of the inverted velocity model. Such tests can also act as a guide for designing 
appropriate inversion strategies. 
In this thesis, I use waveform tomography to invert for not only the velocity 
model but also the attenuation model, and to investigate the attenuation effect caused by 
fracture distribution. I have shown that location of strong attenuation closely 
correspond to the location of high fracture density. When the fracture size is much 
smaller than the wavelength, the apparent attenuation anomalies are elliptical in sharp. 
The attenuation factor is sensitive to both fracture length and fracture orientation. When 
the length of fracture increases, the attenuation is enhanced. When the fractures are 
parallel to the source/receiver string, they act as small reflection subsurfaces in seismic 
response. Parallel fractures produce the strongest attenuation in the results of crosshole 
waveform tomography. When fractures are perpendicular to the source/receiver string, 
they act as scattering points in the seismic response. They show weaker apparent 
attenuation in the results of crosshole waveform tomography. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and review 
1.1 Introduction 
Seismic tomography, which is an effective tool for determining wave velocities in 
the presence of lateral velocity variations, attracts many geophysicists and 
mathematicians devoting to this research area. In seismic tomography, traveltime 
inversion is an early inversion approach which attempts to use wave arrival times to 
construct a velocity distribution of the region of the survey. However, the recorded 
seismic data not only contain information on transmitted energy but also scattered 
energy, which is not utilized in traveltime inversion. Therefore, waveform tomography 
attempts to get rid of the assumption of asymptotic rays and to make use of all of the 
data information. 
The researches of waveform tomography include two parts. One is forward 
modelling the propagation of seismic waves and the other is waveform inversion 
inverting for the subsurface velocity distribution. For waveform inversion, the 
frequency-domain version enables the use of distinct frequency components and 
thereby reduces the quantity of data required for processing (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). It 
emerges as an efficient imaging tool, capable of being used on a production basis for 
practical problems. 
In this thesis, I will start with investigation of traveltime inversion on real 
crosshole seismic data, so that I will have a reliable initial estimate for the subsequent 
waveform tomography. Then I discuss issues and working solutions of waveform 
tomography for real seismic data. These issues related to real crosshole seismic data 
include (a) limited frequency band, (b) low signal-to-noise ratio, and (c) uneven 
distribution of ray coverage. When I obtain the velocity image from waveform 
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tomography, I will estimate the reliability of the result by analyzing the resolution of 
waveform tomography. Finally, I will use waveform tomography to investigate the 
attenuation effect caused by fracture distribution. 
1.2 	Traveltime tomography 
Although I will focus on waveform tomography in this thesis, I also need to 
consider traveltime tomography in crosshole seismic, as it provides a reliable initial 
model for the further waveform tomography. Traveltime tomography is one effective 
way to determine wave velocity in exploration seismic for it is typically robust, easy to 
implement, and computationally inexpensive (Worthington, 1984; Bording et al., 1987). 
Seismic traveltime inversion for velocity structure is a nonlinear problem since 
seismic rays, acting as the integral paths in a tomographic inversion, depend also on the 
medium velocity. To model practical physical phenomena, the ray path is calculated by 
ray-tracing in the reference model. Virieux and Farra (1991) described a shooting 
method for the two point ray-tracing problem by treating it as an initial value problem, 
with a specified starting path point and trial propagation direction, and then iteratively 
adjusting the propagation direction until the target end point is reached as Figure 1.1a 
shown. The main problem with this approach is that determination of a two-point ray 
within a single ray history is usually a trivial task. Sneider and Spencer (1993), Wang 
and Houseman (1994, 1995), among many others, solved this problem method by 
bending method. The bending method, as Figure 1.1b shown, determines the ray path 
by iteratively perturbing an initial path estimate with two fixed end-points until it 
satisfies the ray equations. However, although bending methods are fast, they are ill-
suited for reliably calculating multi-valued traveltimes. 
Instead of determining the unknown ray paths and the unknown velocity structure 
simultaneously, an iteratively linearized solution is to solve for the model perturbation 
rather than the model parameters directly (Bording et al., 1987). If the model 
perturbations are small enough, one can then consider the relationship between the 
model perturbation and the corresponding residual to be linear. Once the model 
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First trial ray 
Final ray path 
Second trial ray 
I 
Initial path 
Final ray path 
• 
perturbations have been found, they are added to the current model to produce the 
model for the following iteration until result converges. 
Figure 1.1 (a) The shooting method determines the ray path by treating it as an initial 
value problem, with a specified starting path point and trial propagation direction, and 
then iteratively adjusting the propagation direction until the target end point is reached. 
(b) The bending method determines the ray path by iteratively perturbing an initial path 
estimate with two fixed end-points until it satisfies the ray equations. 
In practice, seismic data always contain a considerable amount of noise. For 
traveltime data, finite reading precision is a main source of data errors. To reduce the 
errors, one pre-processing method is to average the traveltime data from similar ray 
paths (Rohm et al., 2000), but this method may only work on teleseimic tomography as 
the errors are relatively small compared to the actual traveltime data. To mitigate the 
data errors, Wang et al. (2000) winnowed the noisy data using a locally weighted 
regression to get rid of the outliers or down-weight the large picking errors. To reduce 
the effect of data errors during the inversion, Scales et al. (1988) used weighting 
coefficients as the function of the traveltime residual in an iteratively reweighted least-
squares scheme. Such residual-based weights however are subjective, since the data 
errors in practice might be non-Gaussian distributed and thence the data residual might 
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be biased. The observation from real crosshole seismic data, as shown in Chapter 2, 
indicates that the real data signal-to-noise ratio is likely depending on the vertical offset 
between a source and a receiver and then, logically enough, I suggest set the weight 
based on the vertical offset, a reflection of our confidence in the accuracy of picked 
traveltime. This idea is similar to Berryman's (1989) scheme, in which a smaller weight 
was given to the long ray path that is affected by many different pixel slownesses 
(inverse velocities). 
In geophysical applications, sources and receivers can rarely be placed on all sides 
of the imaging region, resulting in some subregions having very poor ray coverage. 
Under these circumstances, one of the practical solutions is obtained by applying 
additional constraints to the inverse problem, e.g., upper and lower limits of 
reconstructed velocities (van Wijk et al., 2002). It involves searching for a solution that 
not only satisfies the data but also is "close", in some adjustable sense, to some initial 
model that must be specified. 
There are number of methods to solve traveltime inversion problem. An algebraic 
reconstruction technique (ART) (Herman et al. 1973, Mason 1981, Peterson et al. 1985) 
is an early developed method, which is row action method. Developed from the ART, 
the simultaneously iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) (Dines and Lytle, 1979; 
Gilbert 1972, Ivansson 1983) is updated only after all equations have been processed. 
Conjugate gradient method is also widely applied to traveltime tomography 
(Gersztenlcorn et al., 1986; Scales, 1987). 
The researches on traveltime tomography are extended from 2-D to 3-D 
(Washbourne et al., 2002). The researches on traveltime tomography are also extended 
to include anisotropy (Chapman and Pratt, 1992; Pratt and Chapman, 1992; Wu and 
Lees, 1999; Alkhalifah, 2002; Slawinski et al., 2004). On the other hand, many 
researches try to incorporate other seismic information into recent algorithms in order 
to avoid the high frequency assumption and first break picking (Luo and Schuster, 1991; 
Bergman et al., 2004). 
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1.3 	Waveform tomography 
Full wave theoretical techniques aim to make use of all the information in the 
wavefield and therefore to deal with more complicated structure at higher resolution 
(Mora, 1989; Pratt and Goulty, 1991). 
The research works are divided into two parts. One is modelling the propagation 
of seismic waves and predicting the response at seismic receivers. The other is looking 
for the subsurface model that fits the real data. 
1.3.1 Forward modelling 
Modelling the propagation of seismic waves and predicting the response at 
seismic receivers is an essential step in the interpretation or, formal inversion, of data 
from seismic experiments. 
Wave-equation-based numerical methods begin from the late 1960's. Theories of 
wave propagation are produced in the early works. But these works are limited to 
simple cases. To deep understand the wave propagation in the media, some numerical 
methods are used in forward modelling, such as Finite Element Method (FEM), 
Boundary Element Method (BEM) and Finite Difference Method (FDM). Using those 
numerical methods, the arbitrarily shaped objects and the complex material can be 
flexibly handled. 
The wave equation modelling has been divided into two methods that work in the 
time and frequency domains respectively. The time domain is like the trace on an 
oscilloscope where the vertical deflection is the signal amplitude, and the horizontal 
deflection is the time variable (Virieux, 1986; Lavander, 1988; Juhlin, 1995). Time 
domain method is suitable if the full time domain seismic section for a single source or 
for a small number of sources. Frequency domain is like the trace on a spectrum 
analyser, where the horizontal deflection is the frequency variable and the vertical 
deflection is the signals amplitude at that frequency (Song and Williamson, 1995). 
The forward modelling is implemented in one-dimension (1-D) condition at the 
beginning. Then it has been extended to two-dimensions (2-D) to gain qualitative 
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understanding of wave propagation processes. This method includes an assumption that 
the source extends infinitely in the out-of-plane direction and results in waveforms and 
amplitude behaviour which differ significantly from those for true point sources (Song 
and Williamson, 1995). This source mismatch due to the modelled wavefield, is 
inconsistent with the observed data. For crosshole data, the source and receivers are 
restricted to a plane. Pratt (1990a) proposed a 2.5D finite difference modelling method, 
which started from the 3D acoustic wave equation, and performed a spatial Fourier 
transform in the out-of-plane direction. Song and Williamson (1995) used a Fourier 
transform with respect to the out-of-plane coordinate to reduce the problem of 
modelling in 3D to repeatedly solving a 2D equation, which they accomplished using 
finite differences. As a result of advances in computer technology, some researchers 
have been able to carry out full 3-D finite difference modelling for realistic (but small) 
models. For example, Yoon and McMechan (1992) modelled waves in and around a 
single borehole. However, the computational requirements are still extreme. 
To realise forward modelling, choice of boundary condition is one critical 
problem in forward modelling. Generally, a limited area should be chosen for forward 
modelling of wave propagation in the earth. The boundaries of this limited area will 
bring significant reflections back into the computational domain, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
Generally, an artificial boundary is used to keep computation down to a manageable 
size and the reflections are undesirable. Actually, the wave should only propagate 
outward near the boundary, as shown in Figure 1.3. Therefore, some boundary 
conditions that simulate the outward radiation of energy should be set. Depending upon 
the problem, following boundary conditions are generally used on the edges: absorbing 
boundary conditions for simulating an infinite medium, stress-free condition (free-
surface), or zero-velocity conditions equivalent to zero-displacement conditions (rigid-
surface) etc. 
Absorbing boundary condition may be generally implemented in three ways. A 
standard absorbing boundary condition is radiation condition, based on one-way wave 
equation, which is the second-order condition, derived by Clayton and Engquist (1977). 
This boundary condition is based on a paraxial approximation. Along the boundary, the 
wave can outward-moving in the condition of the grid "transparent". (Clayton and 
Engquist, 1977; Stacey, 1988). Then, the accuracy of these boundary conditions can be 
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increased by simply taking higher-order paraxial approximations. An alternative 
approach is the sponge boundary condition, based on absorbing layers. In this method, 
seismic waves inside the artificial boundary are attenuated by a gradual reduction of 
amplitudes. Shin (1995) realised this method in frequency domain modelling. Perfectly 
matched layer (PML) is developed by Berenger (1994). This method has been proved to 
be efficiently absorbing reflection energy over a wide range of angles and is insensitive 
to frequency, compared with other two methods (Komatitsch and Tromp, 2003). This 
method has been applied to wave propagation by Qi and Geers (1998), Hasting et al. 
(1996) and Komatitsch and Tromp (2003). 
Figure 1.2 Snapshot from forward modelling in limited area with setting rigid 
boundary condition. Significant reflection is back toward the computational domain. 
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Figure 1.3 Snapshot from forward modelling in limited area with setting absorb 
boundary condition. The wave should propagate outward near the boundary. 
To improve the resolution of forward modelling, one choice is to use a higher-
order accurate operator. However, the higher-order will increase the computational 
expense and the memory requirement. Fortunately, Stekl and Pratt (1998) used rotated 
operators to improve the accuracy and efficiency of 2D isotropic, frequency-domain 
seismic modelling extended to the viscoelastic case. They use a differencing operator in 
a rotated coordinate frame and a lumped mass term, which are combined with ordinary 
second order finite-difference operators in an optimal manner. Using these two 
operators, the resulting second-order differencing scheme is no more expensive than an 
ordinary second-order differencing scheme. Furthermore, the number of grid points 
required per smallest wavelength is approximately 4, instead of approximate 15 in the 
conventional method. This improvement makes frequency domain forward modelling 
more attractive. 
To model increasingly general physical phenomena, Song et al. (1995) 
successfully model wave propagation using the acoustic wave equation. Pratt (1990a) 
has realized forward modelling of the elastic wave equation. Then Stekl and Pratt (1998) 
extended it to visco-elastic wave equation. All these methods are in frequency domain. 
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The wave propagation is also carried out in the time domain by acoustic wave equation 
(Clayton and Engquist, 1977). Lavander (1988) and Juhlin (1995) use a staggered-grid 
approach to elastic wave equation. This formulation became dominant (Virieux, 1986) 
for time domain schemes, due to the fact that it was the only known scheme that 
enabled the simulation of elastic waves in models with liquid-solid interfaces (Kerner, 
1990). Based on these works, the wave propagation in complex materials can be 
simulated. Vlastos et al. (2003) simulate wave propagation in media with distribution of 
discrete fractures. Hong and Kennett (2004) model the wave propagation in media with 
a random distribution of fluid-filled cavities. Vlastos et al. (2006) test the effect of pore 
pressure in a fracture network for wave propagation. These works are very helpful for 
understanding the complicated nature of seismic wave propagation in complex media. 
1.3.2 Waveform inversion 
In exploration geophysics the main problem is not to model the data but to find 
the model which "fit" the data collected at the site. Waveform inversion seeks to 
reconstruct the earth model parameters, e.g. velocity and density, from the waveform 
data. 
(1) Waveform tomography versus travel time tomography 
Waveform inversion takes account of all acoustic wave modes automatically. No 
travel time picking or sophisticated data processing (such as wavefield separation) is 
required. In conventional traveltime inversion method, first arrival traveltime may be 
difficult to pick due to a significant amount of noise in the data (Wang et al. 2000). 
Even in the cases where there is no significant noise problem, the picked first arrival 
traveltimes are subjective to some extent. It is not a directly recorded parameter. The 
consistency of the picks may be systematically affected by subjective choices. On the 
other hand, the data used in wavefield inversion are directly measured. There is no 
subjective transformation involved in the processing which will affect the data (Pratt 
and Shipp 1999). 
(2) Waveform tomography in the frequency domain 
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Waveform tomography can be applied in the time domain (Tarantola, 1986; Mora, 
1987; Bunks et al., 1995; Shipp and Singh, 2002) and in the frequency domain (Pratt 
and Worthington, 1990; Liao and McMechan, 1996; Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). 
Compared with time domain methods, the frequency domain method is more efficient. 
Marfurt (1984) pointed out that the frequency domain method is particularly suitable 
for finite-difference/finite-element modelling with multi-source. Once the response is 
calculated for first source, there is little extra cost for additional sources. Because only 
one frequency component is inverted at a time, the inversion is efficient. It is also 
convenient to accomplish the strategy of using gradually low to high frequency 
components. Because low frequency data are more linear with respect to the model 
perturbations than high frequency data, using progressively low to high frequency 
components makes the frequency domain method more suitable for wide-band 
inversion (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). 
The gradient method, which avoids the expensive inversion of large matrices, is 
generally used in waveform inversion to obtain the minimization of residuals. Through 
repeated calculation of the local gradient, the direction of minimization of the objective 
function is formed. This descent direction can lead to the objective function being zero 
in ideal conditions. Lailly (1984) and Tarantola (1984) have done important works for 
waveform inversion by posing that the steepest descent direction for the inverse 
problem could be calculated without computing the partial derivatives explicitly. 
Through their method, the gradient of the misfit function could be computed by "back-
propagating" the data residuals and correlating the result with forward-propagated 
wavefield (Pratt et al., 1998). Then this method has been applied in frequency domain 
by Pratt and Worthington (1990) and Song et al. (1995). In these methods, because 
conjugate gradient method has quadratic convergence, it is generally used to accelerate 
the convergence speed. But it still takes a significant number of iterations before 
quadratic convergence is established. Fortunately, Newton algorithms, such as Gauss-
Newton method and full Newton method (Santosa, 1987), which has been feasible to 
implement by the developments in computer technology, has more rapid convergence, 
particularly during the early stage of iterative inversions (Tarantola and Valette, 1982; 
Pratt et al., 1998). Sheen et al (2006) present an inversion example based on the Gauss-
Newton method in the time domain. Hicks and Pratt (2001) present an inversion 
example based on the Gauss-Newton method. 
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Another way to directly reduce calculation expense is to select a few frequencies 
to yield the result, representative of all frequencies. This method can be realised in 
frequency domain because the frequency domain inversion has the ability to provide an 
unaliased image using a very limited number of frequencies (Pratt and Worthington, 
1988; Liao and McMechan, 1996; Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). Pratt (1990b) has observed 
that large aperture seismic surveys could be inverted effectively using only a limited 
number of frequency components. Based on the that larger offset data require fewer 
frequencies components, Sirgue and Pratt (2004) showed that frequency-domain 
inversion of the Marmousi data example using only a few frequencies could yield a 
result which is comparable to full time-domain inversion. Brenders and Pratt (2007) 
employ this strategy with real data. Their results, using four carefully selected 
frequency components, are nearly equivalent to the results obtained, using 57 frequency 
components. The computation time is reduced 88.3 per cent. 
Full wavefield information is used in the inversion so that the method combines 
the advantages of (qualitative) migration and (quantitative) tomography. The frequency 
domain method can obtain generally higher resolution than that from the travel time 
tomography. The optimum resolution is half a wavelength, relative to the chosen 
frequency, which can be higher than the dominant frequency (Pratt and Worthington, 
1990). 
To improve resolution of waveform inversion, Shin and Min (2006) present a 
logarithmic method to compute the steepest-descent direction by the back-propagation. 
The wavefield obtained by dividing the logarithm of the ratio of the modelled data to 
the measured data by the modelled wavefield is used, instead of back-propagating the 
residuals between the measured and modelled data in conventional method. In this 
method, the objective function can be separated to preferentially match the amplitude, 
phase or both amplitude and phase respectively. Some synthetic examples, with and 
without noise, show the advantage of this method. 
Estimating the low-wavenumber "background" velocity in the inversion of 
seismic-reflection data is a classic problem. It has been investigated by Mora (1989), 
Cao et al. (1990) and Varela et al. (1996). Pratt et al. (1998) illustrate the use of the 
Newton method to solve this problem effectively. The inversion procedure includes two 
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steps for the high and low wavenumbers of velocity. In each iteration of the inversion 
procedure, the reflectors are inverted by using the back-propagation method first. Then 
background velocities are inverted by using a much smaller number of parameters using 
the Newton method. By careful parameterization of the problem, either the high or the 
low model wavenumbers case can be inverted by using both local descent method and a 
single waveform misfit criterion (Hicks and Pratt, 2001). In the example, presented by 
Hicks and Pratt (2001), background velocities and reflectors have been recovered 
correctly. 
Frequency-domain waveform tomography can easily be adapted to include the 
attenuation effect. To do so, we may simply replace the real-valued velocities with 
complex velocities and do not add more calculation expense. The acoustic attenuation 
factor has been introduced in both the Conjugate gradient method (Song et al., 1995) 
and the Newton method (Hicks and Pratt, 2001). The factor corresponds with regions of 
increased fracturing. These regions may have acted as gas migration pathways. 
1.4 Overview of chapters in this thesis 
This thesis begins with the generation of a synthetic initial model for waveform 
tomography, which is an essential requirement to reduce nonlinear effects in waveform 
inversion. Hence in chapter 2, following this introductory chapter, I use a traveltime 
tomography approach, which is typically much more robust, easier to implement, and 
computationally much cheaper, to build the initial velocity model for future waveform 
tomography. I document working solutions to the following three issues in the 
traveltime inversion related to real data application: how to suppress the effect of data 
errors, how to balance the data contribution and a reference model, and how to properly 
set the geological constraints in an inversion. 
After I get a reliable initial model for waveform tomography, I move to waveform 
tomographic techniques in Chapter 3. I demonstrate the inversion of a real seismic 
dataset. I document the following three steps before the waveform inversion of 
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crosshole seismic tomography with real data: pre-processing the field data in order to 
force the inversion to fit the critical constraints on the low and intermediate 
wavenumbers in the model, spectral analysis for choosing the optimum frequency 
bands, and traveltime inversion obtain an initial velocity model. For real data inversion, 
in order to mitigate the effect of data noise, I invert a group of frequencies 
simultaneously at each inversion stage. The result is much better than that obtained by 
using single frequencies. Using this scheme, I combine sonic logging velocities and the 
velocity field obtained from the travel time tomography to constrain the initial model in 
the waveform inversion. The results achieved have shown clear improvement of the 
vertical resolution, compared to the traveltime result. 
As for all inversions of geophysical data, it is important to make an assessment of 
the final model, to determine which parts of the model are well-resolved and can 
confidently be used for geological interpretation. Hence, in chapter 4, I use 
checkerboard tests to provide a quantitative estimate of the performance of the 
inversion and the reliability of the final velocity model. I use the output from the 
checkerboard tests to determine resolvability across the velocity model. Such tests can 
act as good guides for designing appropriate inversion strategies. Here I discovered that, 
by including both reference-model and smoothing constraints in initial inversions, and 
then relaxing the smoothing constraint for later inversions, an optimum velocity image 
was obtained. Additionally, I noticed that the performance of the inversion was 
dependent on a relationship between velocity perturbation and checkerboard grid-size: 
larger velocity perturbations were better solved when the grid-size was also increased. 
My results suggest that model assessment is an essential step prior to interpreting 
features in waveform tomographic images. 
In chapter 5, I use waveform tomography to invert also for the attenuation model. 
Frequency domain waveform tomography can easily include the attenuation in 
calculation. Because the magnitude of attenuation factor on average is equal to 0.01, a 
starting model with constant value 0 for the attenuation factor, is a safe choice for 
waveform inversion. It is suitable in the case of real data to invert for the real-part of 
the velocity model by fixing the attenuation factor model first, and then fixing the real-
part of the velocity model to invert for attenuation, because the real part velocity and 
attenuation factor have different magnitude and different weights of contribution in the 
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objective function. The strategy of alternately fixing one part of the model and inverting 
for the other part can successfully avoid the effect of the trade-off of two parameters of 
different magnitude. 
In chapter 6, I use waveform tomography to investigate the attenuation effect 
caused by fracture distribution. The attenuation factor is sensitive to both fracture 
length and fracture orientations. When the typical length of fracture increases, the 
attenuation is enhanced. When the fractures are parallel to the source/receiver string, 
they act as small reflecting surfaces in seismic response and they cause the strongest 
attenuation in the results of waveform tomography. When fractures are perpendicular to 
the source/receiver string, they act as scattering points in the seismic response and show 
the weakest attenuation in the results of waveform tomography. 
Finally, conclusions of the thesis are given in Chapter 7. Possible further research 
topics are also discussed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 
Traveltime inversion with working 
solutions to the practical issues 
2.1 	Introduction 
Traveltime tomography is needed for a reliable initial model for waveform 
tomography. Traveltime tomography attempts to use the first arrival times to 
reconstruct a velocity distribution in the region of the survey. However, the objective 
function is nonlinear. In this chapter, I start with a simple derivation from a nonlinear 
inversion objective function to a linearized inverse equation, so as to recap the physical 
meaning of the following three parameters in an inverse problem: (a) a data covariance 
matrix, denoted as 	, (b) a trade-off parameter 1u , and (c) a model covariance matrix 
denoted as C. Keeping their physical meaning in mind, then I attempt to offer a 
working definition for each of these three parameters, which are sometime 
mathematically tedious in the inverse theory. 
The material in chapter 2 has been published in Journal of Geophysics and 
Engineering, 2005, Vol. 2, 139-146. 
2.2 	Linear inverse problem 
The least-squares inverse problem is to infer a model that minimizes the 
difference between the theoretical prediction and the observed data set, and meanwhile, 
is close to a reference model. The objective function is given as (Tarantola, 2005) 
J(m) = (m)— C;l [f (m)— + ,u(m — m o )T C (in — m 0 ), 	(2.1) 
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where m is the model vector, f (m) is the forward prediction, d is the vector of the 
observed data set, CD is called the data covariance matrix with physical units of 
(data)2 , m 0 is a reference model, CM is called the model covariance matrix with units 
of (model parameter)2, and the scalar p is a trade-off parameter that controls the 
relative weights of the data contribution and the reference information. In this chapter, 
I choose start model as the reference model m 0 . 
To solve this minimization problem by setting a.// am = 0 , for j = 1, 2, ... N, I 
obtain 
	
G TCT:;[f(m)— d]+ PCT„ (In 	= 0, 	 (2.2) 
where G = O m f (m) is the matrix of the Frechet derivatives of the forward modelling 
Am) with respect to the model parameters m. For ray-based travel time modelling, 
f (m)= Am , 	 (2.3) 
where A is the M x N matrix with element au denoting the ray length of the i-th ray in 
the j-th cell of a subdivision of the model space, and m is the N-vector whose element 
mi is the slowness (inverse velocity) in the j-th cell. Therefore, I have 
ATC-D1 [Am — d]+ /./C,14 	m 0 = 0 . 	 (2.4) 
As the ray path that constitutes matrix A in equation (2.3) is also model m dependent, 
traveltime inversion (2.4) is a non-linear problem. Given a perturbation to the model, 
i.e. m = mo + Om , equation (2.4) becomes 
(ATC-E,4A +,aC)(5m = ATC731 [d Amo j, 	 (2.5) 
where om is the vector of model perturbation (slowness updating) and can be given 
explicitly as the following linear solution 
-I T , = (ATI-1-1 A A. „r4 -• 	A .c-D.c5d 
D /14‘-'M r-1  (2.6) 
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and Sd = d — Amo is the vector of data residual. In this chapter, I solve this linear 
equation using a conjugate gradient method. 
The simple derivation summarized in this section shows clearly that the three 
parameters, C/7.: , p and CT„ , in the linear equation (2.6) are from the non-linear 
inversion objective function (2.1). Thus, each of these three parameters in the linear 
equation (2.6) has an explicit physical meaning: (a) C.;' is the data covariance matrix, 
(b) p is the trade-off parameter, and (c) CM , the model covariance matrix. In the 
following three sections, I attempt to provide a working definition to each of them, 
associated with real data applications of crosshole traveltime tomography. 
2.3 	Description of seismic data 
The dataset was acquired from two boreholes of Shengli Oilfield in China. The 
real seismic dataset was acquired from two parallel boreholes 300 meters apart. The 
borehole penetrate a sequence of alternating mudstones and sandstones, which are 
horizontally layered thin-sheet lake-environment sedimentary, and igneous rock at 
bottom. A string of 58 hydrophone receivers at 1.52 meter spacing was placed in one 
borehole. Small explosive charges were fired successively in the other borehole at 0.38 
meters intervals. Coverage was then extended by repositioning the hydrophone string in 
the receiver borehole, with one receiver position overlap for tying, and repeating the 
shot sequence. The triggering signal for the seismograph was obtained by wrapping a 
wire around the end of the detonator. This blows open-circuit when the shot was fired, 
providing an accurate time break. 
There are total of 378 shot positions at the well No. 1 (Luo151-1), ranging in 
depth from 2399.4 m to 3073.9 m, and 350 receiver positions at the well No. 2 
(Luo151-11), ranging from 2397.9 m to 2908.5 m. For experiments in this chapter, the 
actual solution domain is from 0 to 300 m in the x direction and 2,490 to 3,030 m in the 
z direction. In the ray-based tomographic inversion, I divide it into 100x180 cells with 
cell size of 3 m. 
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2.4 	Suppressing the effect of data errors 
In this section, I attempt to suppress the effect of data errors in the least-squares 
problem, by defining a so-called confidence matrix pragmatically, i.e. a working 
solution for the inverse of data covariance matrix, C. 
When I seek a model m that minimizes the difference between the theoretical 
predictionf(m) and the observation d in a least-squares sense, the objective function is 
given as 
J(m) = [f(m)- (IV ciDi[f(m)- a], 	 (2.7) 
the first term only in the expression (2.1). The linear solution can be written as 
om = (ATC-1;1A) 1 ATC;Iocl. 	 (2.8) 
The observed data d, which are first arrival times in this case, unavoidably contain 
errors from different sources such as noise disturbance, and traveltime picking errors 
etc.. Their actual values remain indeterminate, but if errors can be treated as random 
variables, their statistical properties such as the expected value, variances and 
covariance can be estimated. In the least-squares formula (2.7), errors are implicitly 
treated as random variables. This is usually the basis for estimating the data covariance 
matrix CD . 
For teleseismic tomography, mispicks of onsets or incorrect phase association can 
be treated as random errors that may not yield any significant bias to the tomographic 
model parameters, because these errors are so small compared to the traveltime 
measurement (Rohm et al., 2000). In crosshole seismic tomography, however, these 
data-picking errors may not be treated as random variables with a Gaussian distribution 
and the solution may therefore be biased. Figure 2.1a is a sample shot gather on which 
first arrivals of the far offset traces cannot be clearly identified and thus the picked 
times are not reliable at all. If those traveltimes were used in the inversion, the resultant 
image would have strong artefacts, as shown in Figure 2.1b. 
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Figure 2.1 (a) A sample shot gather of crosshole seismic, with 350 receivers, shows 
the uncertainty of the first arrival in the far offset traces. (b) Preliminary result of travel 
time inversion which shows strong artefacts due to travel time picking errors. 
In this chapter, I attempt to suppress these erroneous traveltimes in the inverse 
problem by properly setting the matrix CD' in the least-squares formula (2.7). Matrix 
C;1 here is no longer an explicit statistic measurement of the data errors. Instead, I 
define it pragmatically as a diagonal matrix with positive definite elements, 
representing our confidence in each individual traveltime pick, as 
CD' = 	1 	 (2.9) 
where c, is the estimated certainty of the i-th measurement. For the i-th ray between a 
source at (x„ z,) and a receiver at (x„ zr ) , as shown in Figure 2.2a schematically, the 
data certainty is defined in terms of the vertical offset as 
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c; = 
1, 
0.51+ 0.49 cos 
0.02, 
( 
— 	71. 
lb —la ) 
for / /a , 
for 	/, < / 
for / /b , 
(2.10) 
    
where 1 is the normalized vertical offset 1=lzr —z, Xr —Xs for the source-receiver 
pair. The smaller the vertical offset is, the more certain the observation should be, since 
the overall attenuation will typically be smaller for a shorter ray path. Another 
argument given for such weights is that the ray paths with small vertical offset are more 
likely to correspond to real ray paths that remain completely in the image plane for two-
dimensional reconstruction problems. In fact, this was the motivation for Berryman's 
(1989) weighting scheme in which rays of greatest length were weighted least in the 
reconstruction. 
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Figure 2.2 (a) The data certainty, c1 , of the i-th traveltime picking is defined in terms of 
the (normalized) vertical offset 1, and is used to build the data confidence matrix, which 
is conventionally referred to as the inverse of data covariance matrix. (b) The inversion 
result suggests that the data-error effect has been suppressed successfully, by using the 
data confidence matrix. 
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The choice of parameters /a and /1, in expression (2.10) can be somewhat arbitrary, 
but here I set them based on a limited number of experiments, in which /a is more or 
less fixed but /I, is the parameter that is adjusted according to the inversion result. For 
the rest of this chapter, the images shown are obtained with /a = 0.2 and lb = 0.5. By 
using this working solution, I produce an encouraging result as shown in Figure 2.2b, in 
which the layered structure has been reconstructed and some velocity anomalies have 
been shown clearly. 
2.5 	Balancing the contribution of data minimization 
and the a priori model 
In this section, I attempt to somehow quantitatively balance the contribution from 
the data minimization and from the a priori model, by testing the trade-off parameter, 
• 
Given a priori model m0 , the objective function is given as expression (2.1), and 
the linear solution is written as equation (2.6), in which parameter p acts as a 
dimensionless damping factor, introduced to stabilize the inverse procedure. In this 
section where I am testing the parameter p , I simply set C-1,41 = KI , where I is the 
identity matrix with units of (model parameter)-2, K is a dimensionless normalizing 
factor given by (Wang and Pratt 1997) 
trace(ATC-DIA) 
K = 
nr 
(2.11) 
and n,. is the total number of ray paths. The a priori model in this test as shown in 
Figure 2.3a is built from traveltime back-projection (Worthington 1984) with the data 
confident matrix CD' described above to suppress the effect of traveltime picking errors. 
By using the normalizing factor K, any value I set for the trade-off parameter p will 
has an objective value relative to data and model specification (Wang 2003). 
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Figure 2.3 The a priori model and images obtained from traveltime tomography with 
different values for the p parameter. 
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The motivation for using the model constraint term in the objective function (2.1) 
is that, although there may be many "solutions" to the inverse problem, the ones with 
least deviation from some prescribed background, mo , are most likely to have no 
spurious structure. The trade-off parameter p thus controls the similarity of the final 
inversion result and the initial the a priori model. Using, the normalization factor K, 
parameter p is then chosen within the interval [0.0, 1.0]. 
Figures 2.3b, 2.3c and 2.3d show resultant images with p = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7, 
respectively. When p increases, the resultant velocity model is more and more similar 
to the a priori model. The top and bottom parts are more similar to the elliptic character 
of the a priori model; the 2600-2750 m depth portion is more similar to the cloudy 
character of the reference model. 
From the convergence rates, as shown in Figure 2.4, I can see that when p= 0.1, 
the inversion has a steady convergence, even after 16 iterations. It potentially has a risk 
to mis-interpret spurious noise in the data as a geological feature. When p = 0.3, 0.5 
and 0.7, the inversions show clear dependence on the a priori model. For p = 0.7 the 
convergence rate decreases after 4 iterations. For p = 0.5 the convergence rate 
decreases after 6 iterations. For p= 0.3 the convergence rate decreases after 8 iterations. 
Therefore, in the rest of these tests, I choose p= 0.3 and the image of the e iteration as 
the final result. After 8 iterations, the data misfit is small and spurious noise in the data 
has not caused significant erroneous structure in the model. 
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Figure 2.4 Convergence rates with different p values. 
2.6 	Well-log constraint in the inversion 
For use of sonic logging information as a geological constraint in the inverse 
problem, I discuss two schemes in this section. 
In the first scheme, I construct an initial model by combining the sonic logging 
velocity obtained from both source and receiver wells and the velocity field obtained 
from the traveltime back-projection. The j-th velocity in the initial model, vi(init) , is 
given by 
(lo 	zi V •init) = 
CO •V (•• g) + — o.) • )1A )  J J J J (2.12) 
where v(.7g) is the logging velocity, v(I) is the velocity obtained from travel time back 
projection, and co, is the weighting coefficient. In this chapter, I set the weight co, here 
as an estimated certainty of the j-th measurement. It is defined in terms of the position 
of the centre ofj-th cell in the x direction, relative to the position of the logged hole: 
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X — xb 
where x is the centre point position of j-th cell in the x direction, X is the distance 
between two wells. In this experiment, X = 300 m. I set xa = 50 m, and xb = 250 m, 
which means I use the logging information as a constraint at a 50 m range in the 
vicinity of each of two boreholes. Figure 2.5 shows the diagrammatic curve of the 
relation between co., and x 
ist well 
	
2nd well 
Figure 2.5 The diagrammatic curve of the relation between the weight coefficient 
co y and the horizontal distance x1. 
Figure 2.6a is the initial velocity built with well-log constraints. As the initial 
velocity model is the mixture of the logging information and the time back-projection 
model, in the inversion I set CM' as an identity matrix. Using the same data certainty 
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Figure 2.6 Well-log constraint scheme 1: (a) The initial velocity model is the weighted 
mixture of logging information from both boreholes and the velocity model derived 
from travel time back-projection. (b) The tomographic image with 1u = 0.3. 
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Figure 2.7 Well-log constraint scheme 2: (a) The initial model is simply a linear 
interpolation between the sonic logging curves for two boreholes. (b) The tomographic 
image with the initial model of figure (a) and a model covariance matrix defined as in 
Equation 2.14. 
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matrix CD' and the same parameter pas in the previous experiment to solve equation 
(2.6), I obtain the well-log constrained velocity image as shown in Figure 2.6b. 
The second scheme defines the initial model based purely on the logging 
information. As shown in Figure 2.7a, the velocity field between two wells is given by 
a simple linear interpolation between the two sonic logging curves. However, in the 
inversion, I defined the model covariance matrix as a diagonal weight matrix 
CM = ic[diag {co j}] , 	 (2.14) 
where K is estimated from equation (2.11). The arguments given for using such 
weighting coefficients are that the inversion solution should have least deviation 
from "hard" geological evidence, such as the sonic logging information. The 
remaining part of the survey region may be an constrained by the a prior model, since 
the true velocity might differ more from the initial velocity estimate, as it is far away 
from the actual measurement (well logging), and the true ray paths might deviate more 
from the initial ray path estimates. 
Using the same data certainty matrix C/-31 and the same value for parameter 
p =0.3 as in the previous experiment, I obtain the well-log constrained velocity image 
as shown in Figure 2.7b, in which the distinct layered structure with high/low velocities 
corresponds to the high and low velocity intervals in the well logs. Generally speaking, 
Figures 2.6b and figure 2.7b are quite similar in terms of spatial velocity variation. 
2.7 Conclusions 
To address issues in real data tomography of crosshole seismic, I have adopted a 
step-by-step strategy, which I believe is both practical and sensible: 
(1) Non-linearity problem. I perform the crosshole traveltime inversion here as a 
linear inverse problem that solves the slowness update, rather than the slowness 
field directly as in the classic crosshole traveltime inversion. 
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(2) The effect of data errors. I manage to suppress the effect of the first arrival 
picking errors by providing a working definition to the conventional data 
covariance matrix, which is defined here explicitly as a data confidence matrix 
in terms of the vertical offset between source and receiver. 
(3) The balance between the data contribution and the a priori model. I control it 
explicitly by the trade-off parameter p in the inversion. To make the choice of 
p meaningful, I use the normalizing factor K systematically in advance. 
(4) Logging constraint. After I have solved the above three issues, I start to bring in 
the logging information as geological constraint in the inversion. 
By addressing these issues step by step, I am confident that the final tomographic image, 
which shows clear layered structure with high and low velocity layers corresponding to 
the sonic logging curves, is not biased by any strong constraints. 
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Chapter 3 
Waveform tomography for real crosshole 
seismic data 
3.1 Introduction 
The traveltime tomography in the previous chapter, making use solely of the 
arrival times, is based on the asymptotic high frequency rays. However, the recorded 
data not only contain information on transmitted energy but also scattered energy, 
which is not utilized in traveltime inversions. Waveform tomography removes the 
assumption of asymptotic rays and makes use of all of the data. 
Seismic waveform tomography, especially when using transmission data, is able 
to provide a quantitative image of physical properties in the subsurface, not only a 
structural image as in conventional seismic migration. It has the potential to image the 
velocity field with significantly improved resolution, useful for time-lapse, high-
resolution imaging of the reservoir. In crosshole seismic tomography, traveltime 
inversion uses first arrival times to reconstruct a velocity distribution of the survey 
region (Lytle and Dines, 1980; McMechan, 1983; Beydoun and Mendes, 1989; 
Bregman et al., 1989; Washbourne et al., 2002; Bergman et al., 2004; Rao and Wang 
2005). However, recorded seismic data contain not only first arrival time information 
but also scattered energy waveforms, not utilized in traveltime inversion. Waveform 
inversion attempts to use these waveforms for velocity model reconstruction (Pratt and 
Worthington, 1990; Song et al., 1995; Pratt et al., 1998; Pratt, 1999; Charara et al., 
2000; Zhou and Greenhalgh, 2003; Ravaut et al., 2004; Sirgue and Pratt, 2004; Pratt et 
al., 2005). The process generally starts with an initial model and then updates it 
iteratively by minimizing the differences between the observed data wavefield and the 
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theoretical data wavefield. This results in an efficient imaging tool, capable of being 
used on a production basis for practical problems. 
For waveform inversion, the frequency-domain version enables the use of distinct 
frequency components and thereby reduces the quantity of data required for processing 
(Pratt and Worthington, 1990; Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). Although in principle all 
frequencies may be modelled to fit the observations (equivalent to 'time domain' 
waveform inversion), in practice adequate reconstructions may be obtained with a 
reduced set of frequencies (`frequency domain' waveform inversion). Marfurt (1984) 
pointed out that the frequency domain could be the method of choice for finite-
difference/finite-element modelling if a significant number of source locations were 
involved. Pratt and Worthington (1990) pointed out that large aperture seismic surveys 
could be inverted effectively using only a limited number of frequency components. 
Recently Sirgue and Pratt (2004) further showed that frequency-domain inversion of 
reflection data using only a few frequencies could yield a result that is comparable to 
full time-domain inversion. 
To demonstrate this point, I set up a synthetic example, as shown in Figure 3.1a. 
The synthetic model I designed contains some realistic geological features: channels, a 
fault, and a dipping layer. For crosshole traveltime tomography, it is almost impossible 
to recover a vertical structure with a sharp velocity change between the left and right 
(Bregman et al., 1989). I set up this extreme feature as an attempt to test the limits of 
waveform inversion. Traveltime inversion, with proper handling of data errors, model 
constraints etc., is capable of producing a smooth approximation of the velocity 
structure, that is, the low-wavenumber background of the actual velocity variation, as 
shown in Figure 3.1b, but can't reconstruct vertical and dipping structures. What I am 
expecting from waveform inversion is that it should be able to reconstruct those 
geological features clearly and accurately. In the waveform inversion, I use the 
traveltime tomographic image as the initial model in an iterative procedure. 
Taking advantage of the frequency-domain waveform inversion, I selected only 
eight frequencies between 200 and 900 Hz with increment of 100 Hz in the inversion. 
After tomographic inversion of only the 200 Hz data component, I see that the blurred 
fault and dipping layer starts to appear, as shown in Figure 2.1c. After tomographic 
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inversion using all of the eight selected frequencies recursively, I see that the 
reconstructed velocity image shows clear interfaces between different velocity blocks, 
as shown in Figure 3.1d. It has essentially the same structural characteristics and 
velocity values as the true model I designed. 
When dealing with real seismic data, there are three problems at least that affect 
waveform tomography: (1) limited bandwidth, especially missing low frequency data 
components; (2) poor signal-to-noise ratio; (3) limited unevenly distributed ray 
coverage. For successful application of waveform tomography on real crosshole 
seismic data, based on our experience, against the three problems above, there are three 
critical requirements as follows. All of these three requirements are equally important. 
First, a good starting model is critical for waveform tomography. The lowest 
frequency available in real crosshole seismic data is for instance around 190 Hz in the 
case of the Shengli dataset. For waveform inversion, frequencies between 0 and 190 Hz 
are absent, and I have to rely on an accurate traveltime tomography to generate an 
initial model for waveform tomography. The method of traveltime tomography used in 
dealing with real crosshole seismic data is described in chapter 2, in which I have 
discussed some working solutions to several practical issues relevant to crosshole 
traveltime inversion. 
Second, for real data application, a group of frequencies should be used for each 
individual iteration of the inversion procedure. Although I have used a single frequency 
component of the data for each iteration and produced an adequately good image in the 
synthetic example of Figure 3.1, to combat the noise in real seismic data, I do need to 
use a group of frequencies simultaneously in the inversion (Pratt and Shipp 1999). 
Simultaneously using neighbouring frequencies from the same spatial imaging position 
may have an averaging effect that suppresses data noise to the input of the inversion. 
For a fixed number of model parameters, using more data in the inversion means that 
the inverse problem is much better determined. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) A synthetic model consisting of vertical and dipping features for testing 
the waveform tomography approach. (b) Traveltime tomography result which is used as 
the initial model for waveform tomography. (c) Reconstruction of the velocity image 
after using only the 200 Hz component in the tomographic inversion. (d) The final 
reconstructed model after using eight selected frequencies between 200 Hz and 900 Hz 
with 100 Hz interval. 
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Third, a model smoothness constraint must be used in waveform tomography in 
order to produce a reasonable image from real crosshole seismic data. As ray coverage 
is not evenly distributed, the data residual may attribute more to some cells of the 
model and less to others. Using a smoothness constraint, I force the inversion to update 
the model evenly in space. However, use of a smoothness constraint may slow down 
the convergence of the inversion. I will discuss this issue in chapter 4, where I set up a 
series of resolution analysis tests using checkerboard waveform tomography. 
In addition, there have been several publications showing other critical problems 
with real data waveform tomography, particularly that of anisotropy (Pratt and Shipp, 
1999) as well as that of attenuation (Pratt et al., 2005), which are not covered in this 
chapter. 
3.2 	The inverse problem 
In this section, I summarize the inverse theory for frequency-domain waveform 
tomography, for the sake of completeness. For a detailed theoretical background, 
readers may refer to Tarantola (1984). But for the frequency domain treatments, see 
Pratt and Worthington (1990) and Pratt et al. (1998). 
In the inverse problem, the objective function is defined as 
J(m) = -103(111) Pobs Cg [P(M) Pobs 1+ 4m—m o rCM[m—m 0 i}, 	(3.1) 
where robs is an observed data set, m is the model to invert for, P(m) is a modelled 
data set, CD is the covariance operator in the data space with units of (data)2, defming 
the uncertainties in the data set, mo is a reference model. In this chapter, I choose start 
model as the reference model m o • Cm  is called the model covariance matrix with 
units of (model parameter)2, and IA is a scalar that controls the relative weights of the 
data contribution and the model constraint in the objective function. In equation (3.1), 
the superscript H denotes the complex conjugate transpose. 
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For minimizing the objective function (3.1), I use a gradient method (Tarantola 
1984, 2005), starting with the differentiation of the objective function with respect to 
the model parameters: 
am 
al =LII C D-1  oP + µCa6m , 	 (3.2) 
where 6m = m — mo is the model perturbation, dP = P(m) — robs is the data residual, and 
L is a matrix of the Frechet derivative of P(m) at the point m . The first term in 
equation (3.2) is the gradient direction of the data misfit: 
= LHC1 ,16P 	, 	 (3.3) 
where 31) = Ci;165P is a weighted data residual. Setting anam = 0 in equation (3.2), I 
obtain the following equation 
6m = 	, 	 (3.4) 
where a is an update step length that needs to be determined. 
In order to evaluate the gradient y using equation (3.3), I need to know the 
Frechet matrix L , which is obtained from the following linear formula, 
5P = Lim . 	 (3.5) 
This is the first term in a Taylor's series for 6P and relates the data perturbation (SP to 
the model perturbation Om . However, the direct computation of [L]u = aP,/am j is a 
formidable task when P, are seismic waveforms. Instead, Tarantola (1984) showed that 
the action of matrix LH on the weighted data residual vector OP (equation 3.3) can be 
computed by a series of forward modelling steps, summarized as follows. 
The frequency domain acoustic wave equation for a constant density medium with 
velocity co (r) is 
	
( v, 2 +  c°2  )13 	—S((.0)8(r — ro ) 2 	° co (r) 
(3.6) 
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where r is the position vector, ro locates the source position, S(co) is the source 
signature of frequency co , and Po (r) is the (pressure) wavefield of this frequency. If the 
velocity is perturbed by a small amount 8c(r) « co (r) , that is, 
co (r) —> c(r) = co (r) + 8c(r) , then the total wavefield is correspondingly perturbed to 
Po (r)--> PH= Po (r) + 6P(r) . Following wave equation (3.6), 5P approximately satisfies 
(V 2 +  w2  6P(r) = 2o2Po (r)  6
3
(r) . 
co (r) 	 co (r) 
Considering 2co2P0 (r)(5c(r) I co (r) as a series of 'virtual sources' over r , the integral 
solution for 8P(r) can be expressed as 
JP(r)=— P 	2(02c(r') 	Po (r')G(r, r')dr', 
(r') 
where G(r,e) is the Green's function for the response at r to a point source at r' for 
the original velocity field. Note that in the acoustic case where I assume density to be 
constant, and define the model by the velocity field only, m = c . Then comparing 
equation (3.8) against the matrix-vector form of equation (3.5), I see that the Frechet 
matrix is defined with element L(r, r') —[2co2 	(e)1P0 (r')G(r, r') . Substituting this 
Frechet kernel into equation (3.3), I obtain 
2 
Y(r) = 	.1-P0* (r')G* (r, r')(5i"(e) . 
2w 
co (r) D 
(3.9) 
where the superscript * denotes conjugate. 
Replacing the integral over the data space with a summation over source and 
receiver pairs, denoted by s and g respectively, as the source and receiver positions 
are inherently discrete and finite in number, I can obtain 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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i,(r) ( = 	23°32 	E (pc,. (r; r')G* (r, ri)(5i3(r1 )) co (r) s , g 
= ( 
 26)2 tv Po (r; rs )E G* (r, rg )6/3(rg ; rs ) 	 (3.10) 
4 (r)) 4-is ( 	g 
= 	2o32 j x—, ( 
co (r) 
L o (r) 	(r; rs )Pbs (r; rs )), , 
where 
Pb(r;rs)= 	G(r, rg )6i)* (rg ; rs ) 	 (3.11) 
representing the wavefield generated by a series of virtual sources of)*(rg; r5 ) , 
corresponding to a single source r, . Note that wavefield Pb (r; ) is not calculated 
directly from equation (3.11), but is computed using the same forward modelling 
scheme as used for the wave equation (3.6) with the virtual sources g's (rg ; rs) , a 
procedure often referred to as data residual back-propagation. In this chapter, I solve 
the frequency-domain wave equation using a finite-difference scheme (Alford, Kelly 
and Boore, 1974; Kelly, Treitel and Alford, 1976; Virieux, 1986; Pratt, 1990; Song, 
Williamson and Pratt, 1995; Stekl and Pratt, 1998; Pratt, 1999; MM et al., 2000). 
In summary, frequency domain waveform tomography is performed iteratively 
and, for each iteration, the inversion procedure may be divided into three steps: 
Step 1 - calculating the synthetic wavefield P(m) for given initial model. 
Step 2 - back-propagating the weighted data residual (51" = CI-31e5P , to get the gradient 
direction 
Step 3 - estimating the model update bm = —aCm/ , where the optimal step length a 
can be found by using the linear approximation or simply line search for a 
minimum of the objective function (Tarantola 2005). 
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3.3 	The real data example 
Here I use the same data as in Chapter 2. Figure 3.2a displays an example 
common-receiver gather at 2600 m depth, with the shot depth ranging from 2497 m to 
2950 m. The data contain clear and coherent first arrivals, and the tube waves generated 
in the shot borehole. The tube waves appear to have a linear moveout in the common-
receiver gather, with velocity of about 1460 m/s. The common-receiver gather after 
tube wave attenuation using an f - k filter is shown in Figure 3.2b, which also shows 
the repeatability of the source (Pratt et al., 2005). 
The common-receiver gathers then are re-sorted into common-shot gathers. 
Figure 3.2c displays a common-shot gather at 2600 m depth, which contains much 
stronger tube waves. The strong tube waves are generated by the interaction of the 
direct body waves with discontinuities in the receiver borehole. Figure 3.2d is the result 
after tube wave attenuation using an f-k filter. In the shot gather, the receiver spacing is 
1.52 m and the Nyquest wavenumber is kNY9 =0.329 (1/m). For the tube waves with 
dz / dt =1470 (m/s), any frequency component f > k Nyq (dz / dt)2--, 485 Hz is severely 
aliased. Thus, I simply filter out the frequencies higher than 485 Hz. Data noise has 
been reduced by a form of forward-backward linear prediction filtering in the 
frequency-space domain (Wang, 1999). 
Figure 3.3a displays the frequency spectra of all traces within the example 
common-shot gather at 2600 m depth. Based on the frequency spectrum, which shows 
there is no energy for frequencies lower than 190 Hz, I choose the frequency band 
between 190 Hz and 485 Hz for the inversion. Note here that I use a real-valued 
frequency in waveform inversion. When considering wave attenuation effects, one may 
use a complex-valued frequency, see for example Pratt et al. (2005). Figure 3.3b is the 
source wavelet that I used in waveform inversion. It is estimated directly from first 
arrival. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) An example common-receiver gather at depth 2600 m that shows weak 
tube waves. (b) The common-receiver gather after f-k filtering for tube wave 
attenuation. (c) An example common-shot gather at depth 2600 m which evidently 
shows strong tube waves. (d) The shot gather after f-k filtering for tube wave 
attenuation. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) The amplitude spectrum of a typical shot gather at 2600 m (Figure 3.2d). 
It has frequency bandwidth between 190 Hz and 485 Hz. (b) Source wavelet estimated 
from real data. It is used in waveform inversion. 
After tube wave suppression, I apply windowing to the data to mute any energy 
arriving later than a few cycles following the direct arrivals (Pratt and Shipp 1999; Pratt 
et al. 2005). After muting, only the first arrival and transmission waveforms remain in 
the crosshole seismic data. Windowing also serves to exclude remaining shear wave 
energy from the data. This pre-processing step is primarily required to precondition the 
data in order to force the inversion to fit the direct arrivals, which contain the critical 
information on the low and intermediate wavenumbers in the model. At a later stage, if 
needed the window size can always be increased in time to include more of the data. 
Figure 3.4a shows an example shot gather (at depth 2758 m) after data windowing. 
The window length is selected to be as short as possible to enhance the signal-to-noise 
ratio and to eliminate shear waves, but still to include the visible diffractions and 
transmission associated with the direct arrival. For comparison, Figure 3.4b shows 
modelled shot gather calculated from the final tomography model. Although a 
frequency-domain waveform inversion approach uses only a number of selected 
frequencies, the data comparison reveals that the inversion model indeed is a good 
representation of the subsurface earth model. 
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Figure 3.4 (a) An example shot gather of the real data set after data windowing. (b) 
Modelled shot gather generated from the waveform inversion model. The red curve is 
the first arrival time line picked from real data. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 3.5 (a) A frequency slice of the amplitudes of the observed crosshole seismic 
data. (b) The frequency slice of modelled data, at the same frequency (260Hz), 
generated from the final velocity model obtained by waveform tomography. 
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Figure 3.5a is an example frequency slice (at 260 Hz) of the amplitudes of the real 
data set and, for comparison, Figure 3.5b shows the corresponding frequency slice of 
the amplitudes of the modelled data set from waveform tomography. In the inversion, 
the amplitude of real frequency components robs is normalized base on the maximum 
amplitude of the estimated frequency components P(m) . I start from lower frequencies. 
For low frequencies the inversion method is more tolerant of velocity errors, as these 
are less likely to lead to errors of more than a half-cycle in the waveforms. As the 
inversion proceeds, I move progressively to higher frequencies. 
3.4 	Waveform inversion of real data 
For the inversion of this real data set, I make the velocity model discrete in cells 
with cell size 3 m to satisfy the criterion of four cells per wavelength for the highest 
frequency (485 Hz) that I use in the inversion. The depth range that I choose to invert 
for is from 2497 to 3022 m. Therefore, there are altogether 100 rows and 175 columns 
in the grid. 
At the beginning of the waveform inversion scheme, an adequate starting model is 
necessary. This model should be capable of describing the time domain data to within a 
half of the dominant period, in order to avoid fitting the wrong cycle of the waveforms 
(Pratt et al. 2005). The lower the frequency, the less accurate the starting model needs 
be. However, all real data are band limited, and thus certain accuracy is required for the 
starting model. As shown in Figure 3.3, this real data set has a frequency gap between 0 
and 190 Hz. The lack of low-frequency information makes the waveform inversion 
strongly dependent on the initial model. For waveform tomography I use the traveltime 
inversion result as an initial model and proceed with waveform inversion using the 
different frequencies. 
Figure 3.6a displays the initial model, the result of traveltime tomography 
reported in Figure 2.2a. Figure 3.6b is the ray density, the (normalized) total length of 
ray segments across each single cell, a direct indicator of the confidence in the 
traveltime inversion solution, where a curved ray path is re-traced iteratively along with 
velocity updating. This measurement of certainty, being proportional to the ray density, 
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can also be used in waveform tomography to build a diagonal matrix to be used as the 
model covariance matrix C. The latter is applied to the gradient vector 9 before 
model updating (see step 3 above). 
In waveform tomography when dealing with real data, a model smoothness 
constraint is a necessity. A number of real data experiments I conducted indicate that, if 
I did not use a smoothness constraint in the inversion, waveform tomography would not 
converge at all, although I do not need such a constraint in synthetic data examples 
(Figure 3.1). Therefore, the primary cause is presumably the effect of data noise, which 
is not necessarily white in the frequency domain. Outliers might have a strong and 
biased influence on the model update. As the frequency domain data samples are 
complex valued, it is not easy to mitigate the data noise using the method of winnowing 
traveltimes and amplitudes described by Wang, White and Pratt (2000). Waveform 
inversion is a highly non-linear problem but if, in a linearized procedure, strong outliers 
are transferred linearly to strong model updates, the inversion procedure will be 
unstable and divergent. 
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Figure 3.6 (a) The initial velocity model for waveform inversion, generated by 
traveltime inversion. (b) Ray density of the real seismic data set. 
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A second effect is the unevenly distributed ray density. As shown in Figure 3.5b, 
the ray density distribution appears to be in short wavelength variation. An uneven 
distribution of ray density will cause a biased distribution of model update, as a model 
update is (inversely) proportional to the ray density through data residual back-
propagation. When constructing the model covariance matrix Cm , I could smooth the 
ray density distribution so as to change the weight of model update. This approach 
might reduce the roughness of model update for any single iteration and slow down the 
convergence of the iterative procedure, but may not mitigate the problem in the final 
solution. Ray density distribution is a measurement of the illumination in the physical 
experiment, and thus reflects directly the resolving power distribution. 
The third effect is due to the model sensitivity. Investigation by Wang and Pratt 
(1997) revealed that in traveltime inversion long wavelength components of the 
velocity field are more sensitive than the short wavelengths, and that in amplitude 
inversion short wavelength components of the velocity field are much more sensitive 
than the long wavelength components. Therefore, in waveform inversion where 
amplitude information dominates, the data residual tends to attribute to shortest 
wavelength components of the model update first. This is contradictory to the 
philosophy of iterative linear inversion. In an iterative inversion, I must get the 
background right first, so that linearization can be used for the inverse problem. Some 
research groups have advocated amplitude-normalized waveform tomography, at least 
in the initial stages (Zhou and Greenhalgh 2003; Pratt et al. 2005). 
This analysis suggests that I should use a smoothing operator of different size at 
each iteration, starting with a large smooth size and then reducing the size gradually as 
iterations proceed. This approach is sometimes referred to as a "multi-scale" approach. 
Pratt et al. (1998) has given a complete treatment of a "reduced parameterization" 
approach which incorporates all possible such multi-scale approaches. It is also 
worthwhile to mention that Wang and Houseman (1994, 1995) used a Fourier series to 
parameterize the velocity model (and interface geometry) with different wavenumbers 
and then partitioned them into different subspaces so that they could be inverted 
simultaneously. In the following waveform inversion, I use a fixed 3 x 3 smoothing 
operator. That is, any model update om, is an average value of neighbouring 9 points, 
centred at the ith cell, with equal weights. 
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Figure 3.7 Waveform tomography experiment 1 — the inversion is executed by each 
frequency consecutively. (a) The image after using five frequency components between 
190 and 210 Hz (with 5 Hz interval). (b) The result after using all 60 selected 
frequencies between 190 and 480 Hz. The image has strong X shaped artefacts. 
With a fixed 3 x 3 smoothing operator used in waveform tomography, I now 
design two experiments to further combat the noise in real data. In the first experiment, 
I use all selected frequencies consecutively (190, 195, 200, 205, ..., 485 Hz), as I did 
for the synthetic data test. I start with the initial model generated from traveltime 
inversion, and invert the 190 Hz data component first. Then, I switch to a higher 
frequency component (195 Hz) of the data as the inversion progresses. The result from 
each lower frequency is used as the starting model for the next higher frequency 
inversion. At each frequency stage, three iterations are carried out. Figure 3.7a shows 
the reconstructed image after using five frequency components between 190 and 210 
Hz, and Figure 3.7b is the result after using all 60 selected frequencies between 190 and 
480 Hz. 
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In the second experiment, I use a group of five neighbouring frequencies 
simultaneously in the inversion (Pratt and Shipp 1999). The 60 selected frequencies are 
assigned into 12 groups with increasing frequency contents. The result from each lower 
frequency group is used as the starting model for the inversion of the next higher 
frequency group. For each group, three iterations are carried out, proceeding through all 
groups. For each iteration, the gradient of each frequency group is computed using all 
five frequencies simultaneously. Figure 3.8a shows the tomographic image after using 
the first frequency group (190, 195, 200, 205, 210 Hz), and Figure 3.8b is the final 
result after using all 12 frequency groups consecutively. 
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Figure 3.8 Waveform tomography experiment 2 - inversion executed using sequential 
groups of five frequencies. (a) The velocity image after using the first frequency group 
(190, 195, ..., 210 Hz). (b) The inversion result after using all 12 frequency groups; it is 
regarded as the final result of waveform tomography. 
Comparing the inversion results of those two experiments, I see that Figure 3.7b 
is marked by the presence of some X-shaped artefacts that cross the image. Such 
artefacts are quite often obtained in crosshole tomography, especially when waveform 
inversion is attempted. They are due to the nonuniform coverage of the object spectrum 
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and the lack of information about the object spectrum in certain directions (Wu and 
Toksoz, 1987). When using multiple frequencies simultaneously, the inherent filtering 
(smoothing) might have the effect of extrapolating the object spectrum to the blind area. 
The final result of the second experiment has many fewer artefacts, and the image is 
smoother and more continuous than that of experiment one, especially at the 2800-
2950m portions. I recommend using the strategy of the second experiment in practice, 
in order to mitigate the data noise effectively in the input of waveform tomography. 
Comparing the final result of waveform inversion (Figure 3.8b) with the 
traveltime inversion result (Figure 3.6a), I can see that the results of waveform 
inversion appear to be a significantly better representation of the geological layering 
than the original traveltime inversion result which is used as a starting model. The most 
striking features of the final waveform inversion results are high-velocity layers. At the 
section from 2500 to 2900m, the layers appear laterally continuous across the section, 
and the vertical resolution is clearly much better. Deeper layers are discontinuous and 
faulted. In addition, a number of low-velocity layers are evident on the image. 
3.5 	Well-log constrained waveform inversion 
In this section, I use well-log information as a geological constraint on the 
waveform inversion to test the dependence of the inversion result on the initial model. 
I design an initial model by combining sonic logging velocities and the velocity 
field obtained from the traveltime tomography. The velocity in the jth column of the 
initial model, v(jinit) , is given by 
vcinit) = w .v(!og) + 0 w . )v ( 
J
tt) 
J 	 J  (3.12) 
where v;i0g) is the logging velocity, vin) is the velocity obtained from travel time 
tomography, and w i is the weighting coefficient. The weight coefficient w, , as shown 
in Figure 3.9, is set according to the horizontal distance, as shown in Chapter 2. 
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well 1 	 well 2 
Figure 3.9 The diagrammatic curve of the relation between the weight coefficient and 
the horizontal distance. 
I generate the well-log constrained initial model shown in Figure 3.10a, where the 
logging velocity v(1°0 for the initial model building has been low-pass filtered. The 
trade-off parameter is set as µ = 0.3 , following chapter 2. Then, using exactly the same 
running parameters as those used in the experiment two above, I obtain the well-log 
constrained velocity images, shown in Figure 3.10b. In these images, the distinct 
layered structure with high/low velocities corresponds to the high and low velocity 
intervals in the well logs. 
Comparing the inversion result with and without well-log constraint (Figures 
3.10b and 3.8b), I see that the inversion procedure that I implemented has very weak 
dependency on the well-logging constraint but depends strongly on the inversion 
strategy. The similarity of the two results in fact reveals the importance of the three 
issues I discussed in the previous section for generating reliable inversion results from 
real seismic data, and the importance of correctly setting up the initial model and the 
inversion strategy (using a group of frequencies simultaneously and a model 
smoothness constraint). 
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Figure 3.10 Logging constrained waveform tomography. (a) The initial model set as 
the mixture of well-log information of two boreholes and the traveltime inversion result. 
(b) The final waveform tomography result, after using all of the frequency groups in 
sequence. The trade-off parameter is set as µ = 0.3 , following chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.11 Velocities from sonic logging in the boreholes (dark lines) compared with 
traveltime tomography (blue lines) and waveform tomography (red lines), where (a) 
and (b) correspond to two boreholes, respectively. 
In Figure 3.11, I compare the traveltime inversion result (blue lines) and 
waveform tomography result (red lines) both against velocity curves from sonic logging 
in the boreholes (thin solid lines). I can see clearly that the traveltime inversion result is 
the long wavelength background velocity measured by the sonic log and the waveform 
inversion result. It indicates that the traveltime inversion result is indeed a good initial 
model to use for waveform inversion. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
In this Chapter I have discussed the practical application of crosshole seismic 
waveform tomography when dealing with real data. I have analyzed and verified that 
the following three issues are important for real data waveform tomography, compared 
to waveform tomography of synthetic data or traveltime tomography on both synthetic 
and real data. 
(1) A good initial model is essential for the success of waveform tomography, 
since in most cases real crosshole seismic data do not contain low frequency 
components (<190 Hz in the example presented). 
(2) A smoothness constraint must be used in waveform tomography of real 
seismic data, to combat the effect of data noise, the effect of uneven distribution of ray 
density, the effect of the strong sensitivity to short wavelength components of velocity 
model, and the non-linearity of the problem. 
(3) It is necessary to invert a group of frequencies simultaneously at each 
inversion stage, to further mitigate the effect of data noise. The inversion result then 
appears much better, in terms of interpretability, than that using single frequencies in 
sequence (Pratt and Shipp, 1999). 
After successful waveform tomography with consideration of the above three 
issues, I have also brought in the sonic log information as a geological constraint in the 
inversion. The result is similar to the inversion without the well-log constraint. The 
reliability of waveform inversion without the well-log constraint in fact indicates the 
importance of the three issues in the waveform inversion when I deal with the 
application to real seismic data. 
The material in this chapter has been published in Geophysical Journal 
International, 2006, Vol. 166, pages 1224-1236. 
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Chapter 4 
Resolution analysis for waveform inversion 
4.1 Introduction 
Waveform tomography is a powerful tool that can yield quantitative images of 
physical properties of the earth media. Compared to traveltime tomography, a velocity 
image generated by waveform tomography will have significantly better resolution. 
However, one significant question remains, "how reliable is the velocity image, and can 
I use it to make a direct geological interpretation?" Can I use the observed velocity 
contrasts to distinguish individual geological layers? In this chapter, I conduct a series 
of checkerboard tests on a waveform tomographic velocity model that was obtained 
from a real crosshole seismic data set. The aims of these tests are to reveal the resolving 
power of the inversion when dealing with real data, and to provide an indication of 
reliability of the inversion result. 
Generally speaking, a geophysical tomographic solution is not unique. It depends 
on the quality of the data, data selection, the inversion method employed, and the model 
parameterization. Tomographic resolution can be very poor in regions where the 
distribution of sources and receivers is irregular. Additionally, it is common to apply 
model constraints to the inverse problem to produce a practical solution. The effect of 
these factors upon the inversion solution is difficult to quantify, especially when 
dealing with real seismic data. It is thus questionable whether I can use the final 
velocity model to infer the earth's properties correctly. 
In this Chapter I use checkerboard tests to verify the final velocity model obtained 
from a waveform tomographic inversion. Checkerboard testing has been used 
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commonly in traveltime tomography (Inoue et al., 1990; Zelt, 1998; Zelt and Barton, 
1998; Morgan et aL, 2002), but has not yet been used in an application of waveform 
tomography to real seismic data. I set up a checkerboard consisting of rows and 
columns of alternating positive and negative velocity anomalies, superimposed on the 
final velocity model. The velocity perturbations are a percentage of the actual velocity 
value, and thus are spatially varying. I generate a synthetic data set based on the 
checkerboard, and then invert these data, using exactly the same method, procedure, 
constraints, and parameterization as used for the tomographic inversion of the real data. 
Resolvability at any point of the model space is defined in terms of the ratio of 
recovered velocity anomaly to the real velocity perturbation. 
In the resolution analysis tests, I test the effect of: the reference-model constraint, 
the model smoothness constraint, and the effect of the combination that I applied in the 
inversion of the real data. I also mimic the real data acquisition with an irregular 
source/receiver geometry. Then I test the effect of irregular ray coverage in the real 
experiment by setting up an ideal crosshole configuration, consisting of regular sources 
for each of the cells in one borehole and regular receivers spanning all cells at the other 
borehole. Finally, I test the effect of varying the magnitude of the velocity perturbation 
and the cell-size of the checkerboard. 
4.2 	Real data waveform tomography 
A waveform tomography example with real data is presented in Chapter 3. In this 
real data example, the two boreholes are parallel and 300 m apart. The depth range that 
I choose to invert for is from 2497 to 3022 m. In the inversion, I have 175 source points 
in one vertical borehole and 175 receiver points in the other. Source intervals and 
receiver intervals are both 3 m. 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Amplitudes of the real crosshole seismic data at frequency 260 Hz. The 
data vector Poi), in the frequency domain waveform tomography. (b) The velocity 
model generated from waveform tomography from Figure 3.8b. 
Following Pratt (1999), Pratt and Shipp (1999), Ravaut et al. (2004), and Sirgue 
and Pratt (2004), the waveform tomography is performed in the frequency domain. 
Figure 4.1a shows the amplitudes of the real crosshole seismic data at frequency 260 
Hz. In the inversion, I divide the velocity model into 100 x 175 cells with a cell size of 
3 m, which is equal to the source and receiver interval. I use a traveltime inversion 
result as an initial model, and obtain the final velocity model shown in Figure 4.1b. The 
layer structure in the middle part of image appears laterally continuous across the 
section. Deeper layers are discontinuous and faulted. A number of low-velocity layers 
also appear on the image. The waveform tomographic image in Figure 4.1b contains 
velocity contrasts that may reflect individual geological layers, but the question of 
model reliability remains. 
As described in chapter 3, I have used a number of constraints in the real data 
inversion to combat problems with the data noise, uneven ray coverage and the non-
linearity of the problem. The inverse problem is based on the minimization of a least-
squares objective function as the following: 
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J(n)=[p(m)—pobs]Hc;[p(m)—pobs] 
+µ(m — mo )ff  CT„1(m— m0 ), 
(4.1) 
where the superscript H denotes the complex conjugate transpose. This objective 
function consists of two parts. In the first part, the data minimization term, Pobs is a 
vector of the observed data in the frequency domain, and P(m) is a vector of the 
forward modelled data for the current model m, and CD is the covariance operator in 
the data space with units of (data)2, which defines the estimated uncertainties in the 
data set. In the second part, the model constraint term, mo is a reference model, CM is 
called the model covariance matrix with units of (model parameter)2. The scalar II is a 
trade-off parameter that controls the relative weights of the data contribution and the 
reference-model constraint. 
Introducing a smoothness constraint in the inversion, I may express the objective 
function as 
J(Dm) = [P(Dm) — Pas  ]H C p [P(Dm) — Pobs 
+ 14Dm — m0 )1I C7 ,1 (Dm — m0 ), 
where D is a dimensionless smoothing operator. Denoting m = Dm, I have 
Affl) = [P(th) — robs Ili 	[P (in) - Pobs ]  
the same expression as the objective function (4.1). 
In the waveform tomography, I have used a reference-model constraint and a 
model smoothness constraint. In order to assess their effects on waveform tomography, 
I set up a series of checkerboard tests to test the capability of waveform tomography in 
reconstructing the velocity anomalies. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Figure 4.2 (a) A perturbed velocity model generated by adding ±1% velocity 
perturbation to the waveform inversion result of Figure 4.1b. (b) Velocity perturbation 
pattern, with checkerboard anomaly size of 12 m. 
4.3 	Checkerboard test on the inversion result 
I design a checkerboard velocity model as shown in Figure 4.2a, by 
superimposing an alternating pattern of positive and negative anomalies on to the final 
inversion model (shown in Figure 4.1b). The perturbation shown in Figure 4.2b is 
calculated based on the final velocity model with a constant percentage and thus the 
perturbation magnitude is spatially varying. To start with I choose a small perturbation 
of only ±1% , so that the iterative procedure of waveform inversion satisfies linear 
conditions. 
My inverse problem is now to perform the waveform tomography a step further, 
using exactly the same strategy and parameters as I used in the real data inversion, to 
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see whether the inversion is able to recover the perturbation imposed onto the velocity 
model. 
Test 1: inversion with reference-model constraint only 
In this first test, I use the objective function in equation 4.1, which includes data 
minimization and a reference-model constraint. The reference model mo I use in the 
inversion is the real data inversion result without perturbation (Figure 4.1b), and the 
trade-off parameter is set as µ = 0.3 , following chapter 2. The initial model mo is the 
model that is 'close' to the real solution (the perturbed model, Figure 4.2a). 
Figure 4.3 Test 1, inversion with reference-model constraint only. (a) The 
reconstructed velocity image. (b) Recovered perturbation pattern. 
Figure 4.3a is the reconstructed velocity model, and Figure 4.3b is the recovered 
perturbation pattern. The top and bottom portions of the model are not well resolved, as 
there are no sources/receivers at the top and bottom edges of the model. In most parts of 
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the model, the vertical resolution is better than the horizontal resolution, as I can see 
that the anomaly boundary between positive (red) and negative (dark) pixels is defined 
sharply in the vertical direction but relatively blurred in the horizontal direction. 
As the reference model and initial model are close to the solution (only ±1% 
difference) and the input data are noise free, I would expect the result of this test to be 
the same as the one without using a model constraint (I conducted the experiment and 
found that the difference between two was indeed negligible). However, when I deal 
with real data, the use of a model constraint is justified as it prevents divergence in the 
inversion process from divergence, caused by data noise and the non-linearity of the 
problem. I use the inversion result of Test 1 as a benchmark for other inversion tests 
with different constraints. 
Test 2: the combined effect of reference-model constraint and smoothness 
constraint 
Test 2 is the same as Test 1 but also includes a 3 x 3 velocity smoothing operator, 
as described in section 3.4. For frequency domain waveform tomography, the 
smoothness constraint must be used with real data, in order to generate a reasonable 
solution. 
I obtain the velocity model in Figure 4.4a, with the recovered perturbation pattern 
shown in Figure 4.4b. Use of the smoothness constraint results in reduced resolution, as 
The velocity perturbation is averaged at the boundaries between neighbouring anomaly 
pixels and the recovered perturbation pattern is not as sharp as in Test 1, especially in 
the middle part far away from the two boreholes. Adding some constraint between the 
two wells, such as a sonic log data constraint, could might uncertainty in inversion, but 
tests in the Chapter 3 suggest that a well-log constraint has less effect on the final result 
of waveform inversion than in traveltime inversion. More iterations might help in this 
case but, for a direct comparison between tests, I still use five iterations for the 
inversion of each frequency group. 
However, use of the smoothness constraint is likely to improve the stability of the 
inversion in real data cases. Hence, in the next test, I try to optimize the application of 
the reference-model constraint and the velocity smoothing operator in an inversion. 
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Figure 4.4 Test 2, the effect of smoothness constraint. (a) The reconstructed velocity 
image. (b) Recovered perturbation pattern. 
Test 3: an optimal use of the two constraints 
In Test 3, I use the reference-model constraint and the smoothness constraint 
together for the first three iterations but only the reference-model constraint for the 
subsequent two iterations. 
The result shown in Figure 4.5 is significantly better than the result of Test 2 
(Figure 4.4). Comparing the result of Test 3 with the result of Test 1 (Figure 4.3), I also 
see that the shape of the variable velocity boundaries has been better recovered, 
especially in the middle portion of the two wells. In fact the result of Test 3 is close to 
optimal, as it is very similar to the result of Test 1 which is without the smoothness 
constraint. 
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Figure 4.5 Test 3, an optimal use of the reference-model and smoothness constraints. (a) 
The reconstructed tomographic image. (b) Recovered velocity perturbation pattern. 
Test 4: the effect of ray coverage 
In the previous three tests, I mimicked the true acquisition configuration in the 
real data case, as shown in Figure 4.1a, in which many traces were missing. That is, for 
each shot, I did not have exactly 175 receivers at the receiver borehole. Therefore I 
edited the synthetic dataset by decimating some traces prior to inversion. Figure 4.6a 
displays the ray coverage, defined in terms of ray density, the (normalized) total length 
of (curved) ray segments that pass through each cell. To test the effect of the original 
ray coverage, I now set up Test 4 with an ideal acquisition geometry where, for each 
shot, I have exactly 175 receivers spanning over the receiver borehole. In this way, I 
have the maximum ray coverage, as shown in Figure 4.6b, for the case with two parallel 
vertical boreholes. 
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Figure 4.6 (a) The ray coverage of the actual acquisition geometry with irregular 
source and receiver distribution. (b) The ray coverage of an ideal acquisition geometry 
with regularly distributed sources and receivers. The ray coverage is calculated within a 
3X3 m cell size. 
In Test 4, I simply repeat the inversion procedure of Test 3, i.e., three iterations 
with both the reference-model constraint and the smoothness constraint, followed by 
two iterations using only the model constraint. The result is shown in Figure 4.7, which 
is better than the result of Test 3 shown in Figure 4.5, especially the middle portion at 
the 2800-2950 m in depth, where the ray coverage is much better with the regular 
geometry than it is for the irregular geometry of the actual data set. 
It seems straightforward that a better ray coverage will result in a better recovery 
of the perturbation pattern in waveform tomography. But more importantly, this test 
demonstrates that regions with poor recovery in Test 3 were not caused by the inversion 
strategy I adopted. 
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Figure 4.7 Test 4, the effect of ray coverage. (a) Reconstructed tomographic image. (b) 
Recovered perturbation pattern which, due to a better ray coverage, is better than the 
result of Test 3 (Figure 4.5b). 
4.4 	Resolvability analysis 
In order to quantitatively assess the resolving power of the waveform inversion, I 
now compare the reconstructed and real velocity models. I define a measurement at a 
node as 
M 	M 
R 
 = 11
1 A-Vi 2 	Av i 2 , 
= o 	=o 
(4.4) 
where 4v, are the true velocity perturbations, and Ai, are the recovered velocity 
perturbations. I refer to the measurement R , calculated within a rectangle space in the 
(x,z) plane, as the 'resolvability', as it indicates the ability of the inversion to recover 
the given perturbation at any particular point in the model. 
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Figure 4.8 Resolvability analysis of Test 1 (a), Test 2 (b), Test 3 (c) and Test 4 (d). 
Test 3 has an optimal resolvability when inverting with the true acquisition 
configuration, and Test 4 has the best resolvability if I have an ideal acquisition 
geometry with a good ray coverage. 
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Figure 4.8 is a quantitative representation of the resolving power of the inversion. 
Resolvability above 0.6 indicates a well-recovered checkerboard structure. When 
estimating the resolvability R , I use M = 5x 5 = 25 around any specific node, which is 
small enough to reflect a local similarity between the true and reconstructed models. 
Since the grid spacing is approximately < 2 / 4 , a quarter of a wavelength, the size of 
the resolvability patch is roughly one wavelength in size. The shortest spatial 
wavelength that can be recovered from crosshole tomography is a half wavelength (Wu 
and Toksoz, 1987). The resolvability defined here is actually a ratio of zero-lag 2D 
auto-correlations of velocity perturbations, and the radius of the patch is almost exactly 
a half of the wavelength. 
Compared with Tests 1 and 2 (Figures 4.8a and 4.8b respectively), Test 3 (Figure 
4.8c) has a better resolving power, as the resolvabilities of the middle portion between 
2750 and 2950 m in depth and the portion between 2550 and 2600 m in depth have 
been improved. Test 4 (Figure 4.8d) shows the best resolvability, if I have an ideal 
acquisition geometry with better ray coverage than the actual data acquisition. 
Considering a real data case where the model constraint and smoothness constraint 
must be used in the inversion, Test 3 is an optimal choice for production use. 
The resolvability in the checkerboard test above is a direct measure of the 
reliability of the final inversion result of the real seismic tomography shown in Figure 
4.1b. 
4.5 	Resolution to different perturbation rates 
Having tested the effects of different inversion constraints and the effects of 
different ray coverages, and concluded the strategy of Test 3 is optimal for the real data 
waveform inversion, I now summarize my tests on the resolving power of waveform 
tomography for increased velocity contrasts. I design a set of checkerboards with 
different amounts of velocity perturbation, and in the inversion I use the same scheme 
as Test 3 in the previous section. 
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Figure 4.9 Waveform tomography with ±2% velocity perturbation with checkerboard 
anomaly size of 18 m. (a) The perturbed velocity model, generated by adding ± 2% 
perturbation on the waveform inversion result. (b) Velocity perturbation pattern. (c) 
The reconstructed model from waveform tomography. (d) The recovered perturbation 
pattern. 
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Figure 4.10 Waveform tomography with ± 3% velocity perturbation with checkerboard 
anomaly size of 24 m. (a) The perturbed velocity model, generated by adding ± 3% 
perturbation on the waveform inversion result. (b) Velocity perturbation pattern. (c) 
The reconstructed model from waveform tomography. (d) The recovered perturbation 
pattern. 
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Figure 4.11 Waveform tomography with ± 4% velocity perturbation with checkerboard 
anomaly size of 27 m. (a) The perturbed velocity model, generated by adding ± 4% 
perturbation on the waveform inversion result. (b) Velocity perturbation pattern. (c) 
The reconstructed model from waveform tomography. (d) The recovered perturbation 
pattern. 
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Figure 4.12 Waveform tomography with ± 5% velocity perturbation with checkerboard 
anomaly size of 33 m: (a) The perturbed velocity model, generated by adding ± 5% 
perturbation on the waveform inversion result. (b) Velocity perturbation pattern. (c) 
The reconstructed model from waveform tomography. (d) The recovered perturbation 
pattern. 
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Figure 4.13 A comprehensive summary of the experiments on the resolvability against 
the anomaly block size, for different perturbation rates. The resolvability value is an 
average over entire region, and the horizontal axis is the size of the anomaly block I 
designed in perturbed velocity models. Each sample along a curve represents a full 
inversion of waveform tomography, and this plot contains 30 such full inversion 
processes in total. 
Figures 4.9-12 show four tests with different velocity perturbation rates: ± 2%, 
±3%, ± 4% and ± 5%. Each figure shows the perturbed velocity model (a), velocity 
perturbation pattern (b), the reconstructed checkerboard model (c), and correspondingly 
the recovered perturbation pattern (d). Note that each perturbation pattern display has a 
different colour scale, as the amount of velocity anomaly differs. Note also that the 
anomaly block sizes are different for different perturbation magnitudes. The anomaly 
block sizes that I use in Figures 4.9-12 are 18, 24, 27 and 33 m, corresponding to ± 2%, 
±3%, ± 4% and ± 5% velocity perturbations, respectively. 
Figure 4.13 provides a comprehensive summary of the experiments I have 
conducted that have measured resolvability for different checkerboard cell sizes (3 — 45 
85 
m) and different perturbation rates (from 1% through 5%). The resolvability value 
presented is an average over the entire region, and the horizontal axis is the 
checkerboard cell-size. Each sample along a curve represents the result from a complete 
waveform inversion, and this plot contains 30 such inversions in total. The dashed line 
represents an average resolvability of 0.65. The checkerboard test results shown in 
Figures 4.9-12 are those that occur around this line. 
From this set of tests, I have two straightforward observations. (1) For a fixed 
perturbation rate, longer-wavelength variations are better recovered. (2) As the velocity 
perturbation is increased, the smallest checkerboard size that can be well-resolved also 
increases. These observations suggest that, when I discuss the resolution defined in 
terms of the wavelength of an anomaly, I need to consider its magnitude as well. That is, 
I should consider a normalized wavelength or a ratio of wavelength to magnitude of an 
anomaly in the context of waveform tomography. 
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I have conducted a series of checkerboard tests to assess the 
performance of waveform tomography in the inversion of real crosshole seismic data. I 
have made a quantitative measurement of resolvability to investigate the reliability of 
the inversion, and to provide an indication of degree of confidence in the inverted 
velocity field. 
The resolvability analysis assists us in designing an appropriate inversion strategy. 
For example, when using both the reference-model and smoothness constraints in the 
inversion of real data, if I use both constraints first and then relax the smoothness 
constraint at later iterations, I can obtain an optimal solution. I can further improve the 
resolvability with a regular source/receiver geometry. . 
In addition, the resolvability analysis reveals that, for different amplitudes in 
velocity perturbation, the spatial resolution differs significantly. A good recovery of the 
velocity perturbation was only possible when the spatial size of the positive and 
negative anomalies was increased proportionally with perturbation amplitude. 
86 
In summary, checkerboard tests and resolvability analyses can be used to guide 
the geological and lithological interpretation of features shown in waveform 
tomographic images. 
The material in this chapter has been published in Geophysical Journal 
International, 2006, Vol. 166, pages 1237-1248. 
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Chapter 5 
The effects of the earth attenuation on 
seismic waveform and waveform 
tomography 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I test the effects of the earth attenuation factor on waveform and on 
the waveform tomography. First, I investigate the effect on forward modelling. Then, I 
compare two attenuation inversion methods used in waveform tomography. The first 
method is inverting real-part velocity and fixing attenuation model (1/Q) first, using 
selected frequency components, then use reconstructed real-part velocity model as fix to 
invert the attenuation factor model. The other method is to invert for these two models 
simultaneously. There are no big differences in synthetic data tests. But because the 
trade-off between update of the real-part velocity and the attenuation factor is very 
sensitive to noise, there are big differences in real data tests, and the first method can 
successfully avoid cross contamination of the two fields. When the real dataset has 
strong attenuation, the choice of starting attenuation factor model is one critical issue for 
inversion. So I also test the effect of differing starting attenuation factor model on 
attenuation inversion results. The starting attenuation factor model, using a constant of 
zero everywhere, will be a reliable choice. 
In practice, seismic data is always subject to high-frequency attenuation. For 
waveform tomography, there are two ways to deal with the attenuation effects. (1) 
Before I use seismic data as the input to waveform tomography, I can process the data 
for amplitude compensation and phase correction for both direct waves and scattered 
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waves. This process is called inverse Q filtering (Wang, 2002, 2003a, 2006). (2) I can 
include the attenuation effects in the waveform tomography scheme. In frequency-
domain waveform tomography it is easy to take the frequency-dependent attenuation 
into consideration (Song et al., 1995; Pratt et al., 2004). 
In this study, I test the effects of the earth attenuation factor on the seismic 
waveform and on the waveform tomography. I investigate the attenuation effect on 
seismic waveform with forward modelling. Then, I compare two different strategies for 
waveform tomography when considering the attenuation effect. I also apply the 
waveform tomography method on a real data set, to invert for both velocity and 
attenuation models. 
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Figure 5.1 (a) A synthetic velocity model. (b) The corresponding synthetic attenuation 
factor (l/Q) model. 
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5.2 Complex velocity for attenuation 
Frequency-domain waveform tomography can easily be adapted to include the 
attenuation effect. To do so, I may simply replace the real-valued velocities with 
complex velocities, and express the complex-valued velocity as 
c(r)=cR(r)+icl (r), 	 (5.1) 
where cR (r) and c 1(r) are respectively the real part and the imaginary part of the 
complex velocity c(r), and r is the spatial position. Correspondingly, I have complex-
valued wavenumber as 
k = kR + ik1  
(5.2) 
CR 
Co.
C I 
COC K 	NC I  
	 1 2 	2 	2 	• 
	
C R + Ci C R + Ci2   
Then, I may express the frequency component of a plane wave at distance r as 
exp(ikr) = exp i 	wcRr2  PY —P (
cocir 
2 2 2 ' 
C R + Ci 	CR ± C I,  
(5.3) 
where the second exponential term in the right-hand side represents the attenuation 
along distance r . According to Aki and Richards (1980), I may define the quality 
factor Q using 
A(r)= Ao exp( 	r 
2C RQ 
where Ao is the initial amplitude of the plane wave and A(r) is the amplitude at 
distance r . 
(5.4) 
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In practice, cR 2 >> c12 , Following equations (5.3) and (5.4), I can describe the 
relationship between the quality factor Q, and the imaginary part of a complex velocity 
field as 
1 __2c1  
CR 
(5.5) 
Hence, in waveform tomography, I can recover the complex-valued velocity field first, 
and then calculate the effective attenuation field based on equation (5.5). 
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Figure 5.2 (a) Modelled shot gather generated from the velocity model in Figure 5.1a 
and the attenuation factor model in Figure 5.1b. (b) Modelled shot gather generated 
from velocity model in Figure 5.1a, without the attenuation effect. 
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Figure 5.3 (a) Comparison of two traces without attenuation effect (dotted line), and 
considering attenuation effect (solid line), from the receiver at position (55, 215m). (b) 
Comparison of the amplitude spectra of two traces without attenuation effect (dotted 
line) and considering the attenuation effect (solid line). 
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Figure 5.1a shows the synthetic velocity model with values ranging from 2000 to 
3500 m/s, and Figure 5.1b is the corresponding 1/Q attenuation factor with value 
ranging from 0.1 to 0. A line of sources is placed at x = 5 m, spreading in the z direction 
from 5 to 255 m, and a line of receivers is placed at x = 55 m, spreading in the z 
direction from 5 to 255m. 
For the seismic simulation, I divide the region of 60x270 m2 into finite-difference 
cells of 0.5x0.5 m2. The source function is a first derivative of the Gauss function with 
a dominant frequency of 250 Hz. 
Figure 5.2a shows one shot gather of the source at (5, 135m). Compared with the 
shot gather computed without the attenuation effect (Figure 5.2b), the amplitude of the 
result is much weaker. Figure 5.3 shows a selected trace, at receiver position (55, 215m) 
from the two shot gathers in Figure 5.2. I can see that the attenuation has a strong effect 
on waveform, both on amplitude and on the domain frequency. 
5.3 Waveform tomography for the attenuation 
5.3.1 Two inversion strategies 
For waveform tomography, I test two strategies: (1) I invert first for the real-part 
velocity model and then for the attenuation factor model, keeping real-part velocity 
fixed. (2) I invert the real-part velocity and the attenuation factor models 
simultaneously, i.e., for the complex-valued velocity field. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) The starting velocity model for waveform tomography. (b) The 
corresponding synthetic attenuation factor (1/Q) model obtained by smoothing the true 
attenuation factor model shown in figure 5.1b. 
Test 1: This test has two steps. In the first step, I invert for the velocity model 
only, using starting real-part velocity model shown in Figure 5.4a, and starting 
attenuation factor model shown in Figure 5.4b. Figure 5.5a is the reconstructed 
velocity model after performing waveform inversion using selected frequency 
components between 100 to 1000Hz. 
In the second step, I fix the real-part velocity model to that shown in Figure 5.5a 
and, with the same starting attenuation factor model as the first step, invert for the 
attenuation factor model only. Figure 5.5b is the reconstructed attenuation factor model. 
Test 2: I invert the real-part velocity model and attenuation factor model 
simultaneously in every iteration step of the waveform inversion. Figure 5.6a is the 
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411  
reconstructed real-part velocity model. Figure 5.6b is the reconstructed attenuation 
factor model. 
Comparing the results of these two tests on synthetic data without noise, there are 
no big differences between these two methods. Most of the layer structure in the real-
part velocity model can be recovered, both in quantitative and in qualitative information. 
In the reconstructed attenuation factor models, the layer structure can be recovered at 
depth 80-180m, and the result of test 1 is slightly sharper than that of test 2. Both 
recovered models them show some blurred layer character from 40-80m, where the ray 
coverage is very low. Even in these depth ranges, however, the waveform inversion 
shows strong potential for attenuation factor inversion. 
(0 ) 
	
(b) 
Figure 5.5 Results of Test 1: inverted real-part velocity and attenuation factor model 
one by one. (a) Reconstructed real-part velocity model, using figure 5.2a as starting 
real-part velocity model and figure 5.2b as fixed attenuation factor model. (b) 
Reconstructed attenuation factor model, using figure 5.3a as fixed real-part velocity 
model and figure 5.2b as starting attenuation factor model. 
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Figure 5.6 Results of Test 2: real-part velocity and attenuation factor models inverted 
simultaneously by waveform inversion. (a) Reconstructed real-part velocity model, and 
(b) reconstructed attenuation factor model, using starting real-part velocity model and 
attenuation factor models shown in Figure 5.2a, b. 
5.3.2 The effect of the starting attenuation model 
When I process real data, in general I will have no proper starting model of the 
attenuation factor for the inversion. However, the starting model chosen is a very 
important step for nonlinear inverse problem using waveform inversion. So I design 
the following tests to check the sensitivity of the inversion to the starting model. 
First, I use a starting attenuation model with zero everywhere. Figure 5.7a is the 
reconstructed velocity model and Figure 5.7b is the reconstructed attenuation factor 
model. 
The layer structure is recovered in both velocity and attenuation factor model. 
Especially at the 100-180m depth, even thin layers at 135m depth and 85m depth can he 
recovered in the reconstructed attenuation factor model. 
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Figure 5.7 Starting attenuation factor model test: (a) Reconstructed real-part velocity 
model, using 0 everywhere in starting attenuation factor model. (b) Reconstructed 
attenuation factor model. (c) Reconstructed real-part velocity model, using 0.1 (max 
1/Q value in the true model) everywhere in starting attenuation factor model. (d) 
Reconstructed attenuation factor model. 
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In the next test, I use a constant value of 0.1 across the whole model as the 
starting attenuation model. Figure 5.7c is the reconstructed velocity model and Figure 
5.7d is the reconstructed attenuation model. Those two results are far away from the 
true model. Especially at the 40-110m depth, no characteristics of the true model have 
been recovered at all. 
The poor result of Figure 5.7c,d is because 1/Q=0.1 in the starting model is far 
away from the true model (with magnitude 0.01), and the initial model causes a big bias 
in the imaginary part of the velocity and strong nonlinearity in the inverse problem. 
In practice, without a proper starting attenuation model, it is a better strategy to 
execute waveform inversion, with setting attenuation 1/Q=0. 
Figure 5.8 The initial velocity model for waveform inversion, generated by traveltime 
inversion from Figure 3.6a. 
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5.4 Real data attenuation inversion 
For this test, I use the same data as I presented in the previous chapters. I make 
the velocity model discrete in cells of area 3m x 3m to satisfy the criterion of four cells 
per wavelength for the highest frequency (485 Hz) that I use in the inversion. The depth 
range that I choose to invert for is from 2497 to 3022 m. Therefore, there are altogether 
100 rows and 175 columns in the grid. 
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Figure 5.9 Real data test 1: Inverse attenuation factor model first and fixing attenuation 
factor model. Then inverse attenuation factor model by fixing the velocity model. (a) 
Reconstructed velocity model. (b) Reconstructed attenuation factor model. 
With the fixed 3 x3 smoothing operator used in waveform tomography, I now 
design two experiments to further compare the above two methods with real data. 
Figure 5.8 displays the starting velocity model and the starting attenuation factor model 
is set to 0 everywhere. In the two experiments, I use groups of five neighboring 
frequencies simultaneously in the inversion (Pratt and Shipp, 1999). The 60 selected 
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frequencies are assigned into 12 groups with increasing frequency contents from 190Hz 
to 485Hz. The result from each lower frequency group is used as the starting model for 
the inversion of the next higher frequency group. For each group, three iterations are 
carried out, proceeding through all groups. For every iteration, the gradient of each 
frequency group is computed using all five frequencies simultaneously. 
In experiment 1, figure 5.9a is the reconstructed real-part velocity model obtained 
using all 12 frequency groups consecutively with the attenuation factor model fixed to 
zero. Figure 5.9b is the reconstructed attenuation factor model obtained by fixing the 
real-part velocity model to that of Figure 5.9a. 
In experiment 2, figure 5.10a is the reconstructed real-part velocity model and 
Figure 5.10b is the reconstructed attenuation factor model obtained by inverting for 
both models in the same step. 
Figure 5.10 Real data test 2: Inverse attenuation factor model and the velocity model 
together in the same step, using same starting velocity model as real data test 1. (a) 
Reconstructed velocity model. (b) Reconstructed attenuation factor model. 
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Comparing the results of those two experiments, there are big differences in both 
the real-part velocity models and the attenuation factor models. The reconstructed real-
part velocity in experiment 2 has generally lesser velocity contrasts than that of 
experiment 1. The velocity contrast in Figure 5.9a is bigger than in the Figure 5.10a, 
with values ranging from 3500m/s to 5500m/s. For example, at the 2600m depth, I can 
see two layer structures in Figure 5.9a clearly, but the same area is blurred in Figure 
5.10a. 
The reconstructed attenuation models, shown in Figure 5.9b and 5.10b, have 
contrasting structures. Compared with real-part velocity model, the low real-part 
velocity is corresponding to having higher attenuation than the fast one. At depth 2750-
2850m, both figures show two strips of low attenuation. These low attenuation zones 
correspond to the two high velocity layers respectively. But at depth 2550-2650m and 
2800-2850m, these two figures are quite different. The inversion for 1/Q is sensitive to 
the effects of noise in the real dataset. If I invert the real-part velocity and 1/Q together, 
there is certainly a trade-off between them, because the real-part velocity is about 103, 
but 1/Q is just 10-2. In the objective function, their contribution will be different. Small 
velocity perturbations will bring big 1/Q perturbations. If I invert the two models 
simultaneously without any trade-off compensation, the attenuation factor model may 
be biased far from the true model. If I fix the attenuation factor model to invert the real-
part velocity model first, then fix real-part velocity model to invert the attenuation 
factor model as in experiment 1, I can avoid the trade-off between errors in the real-part 
velocity and those in the attenuation factor. So I prefer the results of experiment 1 in 
Figure 5.9 as final results. 
5.5 Conclusions 
(1) The examples have demonstrated that variation of the attenuation factor 
affects both the amplitude and the frequency of the modelled seismic wavefield. 
(2) The real-part velocity is of order 103, and the attenuation factor (1/Q) is of 
order 10-2. Relative contributions of these two terms to the objective function are 
different. When dealing with real data, the best strategy is to first invert the real-part 
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velocity model with the attenuation factor model fixed, then fix real-part velocity and 
invert for the attenuation factor model. Using this way we avoid the trade-off of errors 
between the two fields. 
(3) Because the attenuation factor is very sensitive to the starting model, using 
constant value 0 in the starting attenuation factor model is the safe choice for waveform 
inversion, when we have no other starting attenuation factor model. 
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Chapter 6 
Seismic response to fractured media with 
different scales and different orientations 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I systematically investigate the effects of fracture scale and fracture 
orientation on the seismic response. When fractures are smaller than the wavelength, they act 
as single scatters and generate secondary wavefields. When the size approaches the 
wavelength they act as individual interfaces and the wavefield is more complicated. Different 
fracture orientations also have significantly different effects on the seismic wavefield, and 
vertical fractures show the strongest effect on wave propagation. I further measure these 
effects on waveform tomography, using an attenuation model to represent fractures with 
different scales and different orientations. 
Fractures are a very important element in reservoir characterization and in reservoir 
exploration and development, especially as they can act as gas and fluid pathways. In this 
chapter, I systematically investigate the effects of factures with different scales and 
orientations on seismic response. 
In the forward wavefield simulation, I implement fractures on finite-difference grids 
using an effective medium theory (Coates and Schoenberg, 1995; Liu et al., 2000). This 
method can deal with multiple scattering cases without having any limitations on the number 
of fractures included in the medium. 
I then use waveform tomography to invert for the attenuation factor (1/Q), due to the 
fractures. Waveform tomography is implemented in the frequency domain, so it is easy to 
take the frequency-dependent attenuation into consideration (Song et al., 1995; Pratt et al., 
2004). A reconstructed attenuation model quantitatively represents the effect of fractures on 
seismic energy. 
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6.2 Implementation of fractures in the finite-difference scheme 
In this study, I use the fourth-order finite-difference method (Levander, 1988), as shown 
in appendex A, to model the seismic wavefield, in order to study the effect of different 
attributes of fractures on the wavefield characteristics. Levander's (1988) finite-difference 
method, using a staggered-grid, is accurate to second-order in time and fourth-order in space. 
Its advantages include that it is stable for all values of Poisson's ratio and it reduces the 
spatial sampling required to accurately simulate wave propagation, compared with a 
traditional finite-difference method. 
Schoenberg (1980) represented fractures as boundaries with characteristics of 
discontinuous displacement and continuous stress. This can be expressed as a boundary 
condition: 
kli= ZT , 	 (6.1) 
where [u] is the average displacement discontinuity, T is the traction acting across the 
fracture, and Z is the fracture compliance tensor, which is an elastic parameter of the medium. 
To realize it in a finite-difference method, I can set the elastic parameter using the equivalent 
anisotropic medium within the cells surrounding the fracture (Coates and Schoenberg, 1995). 
This method can represent any sizes of fracture, provided the grid size is smaller than the 
fracture length (Vlastos et al., 2003). 
In this Chapter, I follow Liu et al. (2000) method for estimating the equivalent medium 
representation of a fractured medium. The advantage of the method is that all parameters 
involved have physical meaning. A compliance tensor is the inverse of the stiffness tensor ck, 
which can be expressed as 
C11 C12 C13 0 0 0 
C21 C22 C23 0 0 0 
C31 C32 C33 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C44 0 0 
0 0 0 0 C55 0 
0 0 0 0 0 C66 
In the area surrounding the fractures, the compliance tensor includes two parts. One is the 
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CR =  (6.2) 
compliance tensor in the absence of any fractures. And anther is the extra compliance tensor 
resulting from the fractures. The elastic constants in the stiffness tensor can be expressed as 
c11 =(2+2 41+2+2p 
I-I
EU33) , 
cU 33)
-1  
C22 = C33 	 , =[(2+2p)+ 4(2+ p)6V33 1+
2+2p 
1-1 
- 2+2p sU33 ) 
I
, C12 =C13 =C21 =C31 = 41+ 	 II 
C23 = C32 = 	+ 2thr33 ) i + AG 	( 	A 	+ 1. 21j Ell33 ) 1 , 
C44 = (c22 — C23)1  2=/"`, 
C55 =C66 = /1(1+ eUii ) 1 . 
where A and p are referred to as the Lame coefficients, and E is the crack density. For dry 
cracks, Hudson (1981) gives 
, 	16  2+2" 	, 1 Tr 	42+2,u (..., 11 — , anu u 33 = 	 
3 32+ 4p 3 A+ p 
These elastic constants represent a cluster of cracks in the compact area. 
There is no displacement outside of the two fracture tip points. To represent this fracture 
characteristic, Kachanov (1993) introduced a hyperbolic taper equation for the crack-opening 
displacement. Thus, the compliance constant, used to exhibit fractures in the grid cells, should 
be tapered along the fracture. After the tapering is implemented, the value of the compliance 
constant of fracture in the centre of fracture is the maximum value, and the value at the 
fracture tips is zero. 
Kachanov's (1993) weighting equation for fracture is 
2 
Z = Zmax Ill — ( oe ) , (6.5) 
where Zmax is the maximum value of the weighting function in the middle of the fracture, .e 
is half the length of fracture, and x is the length between the fracture centre and a point on 
the fracture. 
-1 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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Figure 6.1 Following Kachanov (1993), the fractures are realistically simulated by gradually 
reducing the elastic constant from the middle to the two fracture tips. At two tips of the 
fractures, the displacement equal to 0. (a) Horizontal fracture. (b) 45° fracture. The grid 
represents the cells parameterisation in the velocity model. The cells marked by black are the 
cells surrounding the fractures. The curve represents the weighting function and the stepped 
line is the value assigned to the cells surrounding the fracture. 
The curve in Figure 6.1a represents the weighting function and the stepped line is the 
value assigned to the cells surrounding the horizontal fracture. The stepped line in Figure 6.1b 
is the value assigned to the cells surrounding the 45° fracture. For example, the elastic 
constant c11 can be represented as 
C11 =(.1.+2p)(1+Z 	 
2+2,u dI33 ) (6.6) 
where the A + 2I1  £U33 term in equation 6.6 represents the effect of the fracture, and Z is a 
weighting factor so that the elastic constants can realistically represent the fractures, including 
two fracture tips. 
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Figure 6.2 Source and receiver geometry. Cross points mark the position of the receiver 
string and the dot point marks the position of source in the middle. 
6.3 The effect of fracture scales and orientations 
In this section, I simulate the seismic wavefield in fractured media, and observe the 
effect of fracture scale and orientation. The model I used has 1770 fractures randomly 
distributed in an 1800 x 1800 m2 area, with a spatial grid step of 3 m. I set the top boundary 
using a free surface boundary condition, and the other three boundaries using an absorbing 
boundary condition. The surrounding solid matrix has P- and S-wave velocities V p =3000 m/s, 
Vs =1500 m/s and density p =2200 kg/m3. The source type is a pressure force. A Ricker 
wavelet with a dominant frequency of 40 Hz is used. The source is placed at horizontal 
distance of 900m and a depth of 300m. A line of receivers is placed at the same level, 
spreading from 450m to 1350m, with maximum offset 450m, as shown in Figure 6.2. A time 
step of 0.5 ms is used for the seismic simulation. 
Figures 6.3-6.6 show fracture distribution with different fracture sizes and a common 
alignment which is either horizontal or vertical. The fracture size in figure 6.3 is a = 0.42 , 
where 2 is the wavelength (30 m). The fracture size in figure 6.4 is the same as the 
wavelength, ( a = 2). The fracture size in figures 6.5 and 6.6 is a = 1.52 and a = 2.1 , 
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respectively. I generate synthetic shot gathers using the method of appendix A to help us 
interpret and understand the seismic response. (c) and (d) in Figures 6.3-6.6 are the seismic 
responses of the vertical components of the fractured distributions shown in (a) and (b). 
By comparing these shot gathers, one can observe that the size of the fracture has a 
strong effect on the seismic response. 
Figure 6.3 shows that more scattering occurs if shorter fracture wavelengths are used. 
Present with longer fracture wavelengths, as shown in Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 the fractures 
change the apparent properties of the whole material. The long fractures act as individual 
boundaries. So the interference between the various reflections has strong effects on the 
amplitudes of reflected waves. Because the longer fractures cluster in some areas, the seismic 
response could be interpreted as a reflection from a single reflector. Strong and horizontally 
coherent energies are shown in Figures 6.4-6.6. 
In Figures 6.3-6.6, I show the fracture models with different fracture orientations. From 
these tests, I can observe that the seismic response depends on the orientation of the fractures. 
Because the fractures act as strong diffraction points, the dipping coherent energies in shot 
gathers (figure 6.3d), with fractures in the vertical direction, are much stronger than those in 
shot gathers with the same size of fractures in other non-vertical directions (figure 6.3c). All 
examples show that the fracture orientation has the most significant effect on the seismic 
responses. This observation could be the basis of a method to detect coherent fracture 
orientation in practice. Furthermore, the wavefields generated in Figure 6.5d, and 6.6d show 
strong coda waves and are very complicated. 
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Figure 6.3 (a) Horizontal fracture model with fracture size a = 0.42c. (b) Vertical fracture 
model with the same fracture size. (c) The vertical component of the seismic response of 
model a. (d) The vertical component of the seismic response of model b. 
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Figure 6.4 (a) Horizontal fracture model with fracture size a = (b) Vertical fracture model 
with the same fracture size. (c) The vertical component of the seismic response of model a. (d) 
The vertical component of the seismic response of model b. 
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Figure 6.5 (a) Horizontal fracture model with fracture size a = 1 	(b) Vertical fracture 
model with the same fracture size. (c) The vertical component of the seismic response of 
model a. (d) The vertical component of the seismic response of model b. 
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Figure 6.6 (a) Horizontal fracture model with fracture size a = 2.0k. (b) Vertical fracture 
model with the same fracture size. (c) The vertical component of the seismic response of 
model a. (d) The vertical component of the seismic response of model b. 
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6.4 The attenuation images of fractured media 
At this stage I just have waveform inversion code based on acoustic wave 
equation. Therefore, I use elastic wave equation to modelling wavefield in the area with 
fractures. Then I should convert two components and source field in elastic wave 
equation to suit for acoustic wave equation. 
In the acoustic assumption, c11 = c33 = c13 = A and c55 = c15 = c35 = 0 . Here I use a 
stress source S(t) for forward modelling. Then the elastic wave equation can be written 
as 
avx + ar 	xx  + arxz  — p 	 =0, 
at ax az 
avz arxz arz, — 	+ — + 	0, 
at ax 
az xx A(avx ± avz ) . s(t),  
at 	ax 	az ) 
arzz (avx avz + —+—j=s(t), 
at ax az 
arxz _ 0.  
at 
(6.7) 
where (vx ,vz ) is the particle velocity vector. According to Newton's second law, the 
relationship between particle velocity and pressure is 
avx aP 
P = at 	ax 
avz 	aP • 
at 	az 
Combining equations 6.7 and 6.8, I get 
aP + ax (ayx  av zj = so).  
at 	az 
Then I combine equations 6.7 and 6.9 to get acoustic wave equation 
a2pAi a ap + a ap)_as(t) 
—  at2 + Pax ax az az r at • 
(6.10) 
To convert the two components vx and vz obtained from the elastic wave 
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(6.8) 
(6.9) 
equation to pressure P , I first calculate partial derivatives of vx and v„ and use 
ap equation (6.8) to obtain pressure projection P„ = ap and P, = — x and z directions 
ax 	az 
respectively. I then calculate the incident angles 0 by ray tracing, and obtain the scale 
measurement of pressure P by P = Px cos(0) + PZ sin(0) . Meanwhile, the partial 
derivative of S(t) with respect to time (Figure 6.7) is the source signature we need for 
the acoustic wave equation (6.10). 
For wave propagation simulation, the solution domain is between two parallel 
boreholes 300 meters apart and 540 meters deep. The background P-wave velocity is 
3000 m/s and S-wave velocity is 1700 m/s. Density p =2300 kg/m3. The model has 36 
fractures randomly distributed in depth from 180-300 m depth area. The model is 
discretized in cells with cell size 3m to satisfy the resolution criterion of both elastic 
wave equation forward modelling and acoustic wave equation waveform tomography. 
Therefore, there are altogether 100 rows and 175 columns in the grid. A line of sources 
is placed at (0, 0) m, spreading in the z direction from 0 to 522 m, and a line of 
receivers is placed at (300, 0) m, spreading in the z direction from 0 to 522m. The 
source type is a stress source, on rxx and rzz . A Ricker wavelet, shown in Figure 6.7a, 
with a dominant frequency of 100 Hz is used. 
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Figure 6.7 (a) First order Gauss function source wavelet S(t) for forward modelling. (b) 
Equivalent source wavelet as(t) for waveform tomography. 
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Using elastic wave equation forward modelling, I have two particle velocity 
components. Figure 6.8a is one shot gather of horizontal particle velocity and Figure 
6.8b is the corresponding shot gather of the vertical particle velocity component. Figure 
6.8c is the shot gather of the pressure, calculated from vx and v2 using the method I 
mentioned at the beginning of this section. Figure 6.9a shows the fracture model with 
fracture size equal to 3m. Figure 6.7b is the source for waveform tomography obtained 
by differentiating the source signal, I used for forward modelling, in time. 
Having equivalent source field and wavefield, I use the acoustic waveform 
tomography method to invert for the apparent attenuation factor (1/Q) model. Figure 
6.9b is the corresponding reconstructed 1/Q model. A concentration of fractures near 
the offset 100-150 m and the depth 175-200m enhance each other and result in an 
apparently greater local attenuation (Figure 6.9b). Even the isolated fracture at the 
offset 285 m and depth 200 m causes apparent attenuation in the reconstructed model. 
Because the length of the fractures much smaller than the wavelength scattering of the 
energy by character these small fractures produces an apparent attenuation character 
corresponding to small elliptical regions of higher attenuation. 
Figure 6.8 (a) Horizontal component of a shot gather. (b) The vertical component of a 
shot gather. (c) The shot gather of the pressure wavefield, obtained from the two 
particle velocity components. 
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Figure 6.9 (a) Fracture model with fractures of length 3 m. (b) The attenuation model 
reconstructed by acoustic waveform tomography. 
In Figure 6.10-6.12, I show the reconstructed attenuation models, corresponding 
to different fracture models with increasing fracture length. Because the 15m vertical 
fractures, in Figure 6.10a, act as strong diffraction points, the seismic response lead to a 
the reconstructed attenuation model (Figure 6.10b) that is similar to Figure 6.9b, with 
attenuation enhanced because of the greater fracture length. When the length of vertical 
fractures is to 30m, the maximum attenuation values enhanced, compared to the results 
obtained with 15m fractures. 
In Figure 6.10-6.12, I also show the reconstructed attenuation models, 
corresponding to the different fracture orientation. Comparing the experiments with the 
same fracture length, the fractures parallel to the source string show significantly 
greater attenuation. Using transmitted energy in these crosshole examples, the fractures, 
parallel to the source string, behave like small reflection interfaces. Hence in Figure 
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6.11d, we see that the attenuation is enhanced and connected to form high attenuation 
zones between 150-300 m depth, corresponding to the fractured area. Compared with 
two other fracture orientations, such as 45° angle fracture in Figure 6.12b and 135° 
angle fracture in Figure 6.12d, the fractures parallel to the source string show the 
strongest attenuation in the results of waveform tomography. 
6.5 Conclusions 
(1) In forward modelling of the surface data example, the examples shown in 
Figure 6.3-6.6 have demonstrated that when fractures are smaller than the wavelength, 
they act as single scatters and generate secondary wavefields, whereas when the 
fracture length approaches the wavelength they act as individual interfaces and the 
wavefield is more complicated. The observation confirms the importance of fault length 
in modelling fractured rock. 
(2) In forward modelling the surface data example, different fracture orientations 
show significantly different effects on seismic wavefield. Vertical fractures show the 
strongest effect. Therefore, the numerical modelling techniques presented here can be a 
useful tool in understanding the important role of fractures and their effects on wave 
propagation. 
(3) In the crosshole waveform tomography example, the characters of attenuation 
produced by 3m fractures are approximately elliptical, as fracture length is smaller than 
wavelength. Strong attenuation positions closely correspond to the fracture locations. 
When the length of the fractures increases, the attenuation is enhanced. 
(4) In the crosshole waveform tomography example, fractures, parallel to the 
source string, show strongest attenuation in the results of waveform tomography, 
because the fractures act as reflecting surfaces in the measured seismic response. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) Fracture model with vertical fractures of length 15 m. (b) The 
attenuation model reconstructed by acoustic waveform tomography. (c) Fracture model 
with horizontal fractures of length 15 m. (d) The attenuation model reconstructed by 
waveform tomography. 
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Figure 6.11 (a) Fracture model with vertical fractures of length 30 m. (b) The 
attenuation model reconstructed by waveform tomography. (c) Fracture model with 
horizontal fractures of length 30 m. (d) The attenuation model reconstructed by 
waveform tomography. 
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Figure 6.12 (a) Fracture model with orientation 45° and length 30 m. (b) The 
attenuation model reconstructed by waveform tomography. (c) Fracture model with 
orientation 135° and length 30 m. (d) The attenuation model reconstructed by 
waveform tomography. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and future work 
7.1 Conclusions 
The main aim of this PhD project is to investigate the application of waveform 
tomography to real seismic data to obtain high resolution results. 
As the real crosshole seismic data do not include frequencies less than 200 Hz, a 
reliable initial estimate is important for frequency-domain waveform tomography. I use 
traveltime tomography to generate such a reliable model. In chapter 2, I have addressed 
three issues of traveltime tomography for dealing with real crosshole seismic data: how 
to suppress the effect of data errors, how to balance the data contribution and the a 
priori model in the objective function, and how to include well log velocity information 
as geological constraints in the inversion. I have used the conventional data covariance 
matrix, explicitly defined as a data confidence matrix in terms of the vertical offset of 
source and receiver, to suppress the effect of the first arrival picking errors. To control 
the balance in the inversion, I have used a normalizing factor systematically to make 
the choice of trade-off parameter meaningful. I have also included well log information 
as geological constraints in the inversion, in which I want to make sure that the 
structural details in the final result of traveltime tomography is unbiased by any strong 
constraints, This traveltime inversion result can then be used as initial model for 
waveform tomography. 
In Chapter 3, I have addressed issues of waveform tomography in dealing with 
real crosshole seismic data. I have analyzed and verified that the following three issues 
are important for real data waveform tomography, compared to waveform tomography 
of synthetic data or traveltime tomography on both synthetic and real data. First, a good 
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initial model can effectively compensate for the low frequency components, missing in 
the real data. It is essential for the success of waveform tomography. Second, a 
smoothness constraint is essential to combat the effect of data noise, the effect of 
uneven distribution of ray density, the effect of the strong sensitivity to short 
wavelengths of the velocity model and the non-linearity of the problem. Inverting a 
group of frequencies simultaneously at each inversion stage is necessary to further 
mitigate the effect of data noise. I have used the sonic log information as a geological 
constraint in the inversion. The result, without the sonic log information constraint, is 
similar to that using sonic log information as a geological constraint in the inversion, 
which indicates the reliability of waveform inversion without the well-log constraint. 
In chapter 4, to quantitatively assess the reliability of waveform tomography 
results, I have conducted a series of checkerboard tests. These checkerboard tests 
provide an indication of the degree of confidence in the waveform tomography results. 
First, I designed a series of checkerboard tests to test the effect of the reference-model 
constraint and the smoothness constraint in the waveform tomography. I show that the 
resolvability can be further improved with regular source/receiver geometry. With the 
source/receiver geometry, in which lots of sources and receivers are missing, I can 
obtain an optimal solution by using both constraints first and then relaxing the 
smoothness constraint at later iterations, as demonstrated by the resolvability analysis. 
These tests also reveal that we need to consider both anomaly wavelength and 
amplitude when we discuss the resolution. For a fixed perturbation rate, longer-
wavelength variations are better recovered. When the velocity perturbation is greater, 
the smallest anomaly size that can be well-recovered also increases. Guided by these 
checkerboard tests and resolvability analyses, the features in the waveform tomography 
results can be confidently used in the geological and lithological interpretation. 
In chapter 5, I use waveform tomography to invert for not only the velocity model 
but also the attenuation model. Because the magnitude of the attenuation factor is of 
order 0.01, a starting attenuation factor model with constant value 0, is a safe choice for 
waveform inversion. In working with real data case, it is best to invert for real-part 
velocity model, fixing the attenuation factor model first, and then fixing the real-part 
velocity model to invert for the attenuation model. Because the real part velocity and 
attenuation factor have different weights of contribution in the objective function, the 
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strategy of fixing one model and inverting for the other model can successfully avoid 
the effect of the trade-off of errors between the two different parameter types. 
In chapter 6, I use waveform tomography to investigate the attenuation effects 
caused by distributed fractures. I have shown that strong attenuation positions closely 
correspond to the region of high fracture density. When the fracture size is smaller than 
the wavelength, the characters of attenuation are elliptical. The apparent attenuation 
factor is sensitive to both fracture length and fracture orientations. When the length of 
the fractures increases, the attenuation is enhanced. When the fractures are parallel to 
the source/receiver string, they act as small reflecting surfaces in seismic response. This 
orientation shows the strongest attenuation in the results of waveform tomography. 
Whereas when fractures are perpendicular to the source/receiver string, they act as 
scattering points in the seismic response and show the weakest apparent attenuation in 
the results of waveform tomography. 
7.2 Future work 
In the above chapters I have obtained some encouraging results. I have found that 
there are still some works that should be done to develop the waveform tomography: 
(a) Use waveform tomography to qualitatively investigate fracture response 
The frequency-domain tomography method can be easily extended to take 
account of attenuation. The attenuation image can be used in turn to estimate fracture 
characteristics. Certain regions of low Q may be due to an increased density of 
fracturing, and these regions may also have acted as gas migration pathways. In chapter 
6, I use waveform inversion to investigate seismic response in fractured media, by for 
inverting attenuation factor Q. Here, I show some promising results that indicate the 
relationship between apparent attenuation factor measured in crosshole tomography and 
fracture length and orientation. The other direction in the future work is to reduce the 
harmful effect of parameter trade-off in the objective function and realize to qualify the 
accuracy of attenuation factor inversion. In chapter 6, I test the examples in crosshole 
geometry. Examples in surface acquisition geometry should also be further tested. 
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(b) Elastic waveform tomography 
To model the physical properties of the solution domain more realistically, the 
elastic waveform tomography is a direction. By using the elastic wave equation, we can 
see more complete wave phenomena, such as shear-wave events etc.. It can help us 
better understand the seismic response, properly account for shear waves, mode 
conversions and multi-component data, and to incorporate the effects of anisotropy and 
attenuation. 
Forward modeling is a useful tool to predict the seismic response for 
interpretation. It also is an essential step for waveform tomography. An efficient fourth-
order finite difference method to model the elastic wave equation in two dimensions 
has been developed by Virieux (1986) and Levander (1988). In this method, a staggered 
grid method is used. Two particle velocity components and three stress components are 
solved simultaneously. It is stable for all value of Poisson's ratio. It is also suitable for 
the liquid/solid interface. Figure 7.1 shows an example of wave propagation through a 
transversely isotropic medium, using the staggered grid method, with the elastic 
constants c11 = 28.60 Gpa, c33 =18.09 Gpa, c13 = 9.90 Gpa, c55 = 4.40 Gpa, 
C15 = C35 = 0.00 Gpa, and p =1.95 x103 kg/m3. Figure 7.2 shows an example of wave 
propagation through an anisotropic medium, for which the six non-zero elastic 
coefficients c11  = 28.60 Gpa, c33 =18.09 Gpa, c13 = 9.90 Gpa, c55 = 4.40 Gpa, c15 =1.80 
Gpa, c35 = 2.30 Gpa, and p =1.95 x103 kg/m3. In Figure 7.2, we can see the qP-wave 
front clearly; the qSV-wave front is crossed like four triangles, two of which propagate 
along the symmetry axis, and the two others in the perpendicular direction. These 
calculations are done in the time domain. Stekl and Pratt (1998) presented a viscoelastic 
model based on the frequency-domain finite differences method. Two coupled integro-
differential equations have been used in this method. Only two particle velocity 
components are solved simultaneously in these equations. With this improvement, only 
two unknowns need to be solved simultaneously. Compared to the staggered-grid 
method in which five unknowns should be solved, this method effectively saves storage 
and calculation expense. To improve the accuracy and save the storage, the rotated 
operator and lumped mass terms have been used in this method. In this method, the 
integral term is represented using complex-valued elastic media properties. This 
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Figure 7.1 Snapshot of wave propagation in the transversely isotropic medium at different time. 
The elastic constants c11 = 28.60 Gpa, c33 =18.09 Gpa, c13 = 9.90 Gpa, c55 = 4.40 Gpa, 
C15 — e35 0.00 Gpa, and p =1.95 kg/m3. 
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By using the elastic wave equation, we can use S-wave information instead of 
treating it as undesirable noise, as when using the acoustic wave equation in waveform 
inversion. Tarantola et al. (1986) and Mora (1987) build the theoretical framework for 
elastic waveform inversion, where they have shown a method to calculate the gradients 
by using the perturbation solution of the elastic wave equation. Zhou et al. (1997) 
invert for both P- and S-velocity distributions in crosshole geometry by using the elastic 
waveform inversion method. Sears et al. (2007) demonstrate the potential of elastic 
waveform inversion for reservoir characterization in wide-angle multi-component 
ocean-bottom cable (OBC) geometry. They show very promising results on inversion of 
P-wave data, which contain both P- and S-wave velocity information. 
For the elastic waveform tomography, further research could explore the effect of 
attenuation, anisotropy and incorporate the effect in the elastic waveform inversion 
method. Properly using PS-wave to improve resolution of waveform inversion result is 
another direction for further investigation. In the case of real data, the accuracy of the 
estimated source wavelet depends on the accuracy of the velocity model. Errors in the 
estimate of the source wavelet function may bring large artifacts in the waveform 
inversion. Hence it is also a direction for further investigation. The most elastic 
waveform calculations are executed in time domain, more work on elastic waveform 
inversion could be done in frequency domain using the two coupled integro-differential 
equations I mentioned in this section, since it has advantages I mentioned in chapter 1. 
(c) Surface seismic data waveform tomography on target area 
Surface seismic surveying is commonly used to image sub-horizontal structures in 
the hydrocarbons industry. Although the disadvantage of seismic data in this geometry 
is that waveform, amplitude and traveltimes are distorted by velocity variations, 
waveform inversion can also be applied to surface seismic data. Pratt et al. (1996) have 
used wide-angle refraction energy in this geometry to reconstruct a velocity model. A 
synthetic test, based on a real crustal data set collected over the Basin and Range 
province in south-western USA, has illustrated the potential of frequency domain 
waveform inversion for providing high resolution near-surface velocity models. 
Once a high-resolution near-surface velocity image is obtained, a further research 
direction is to improve the resolution at greater depth by using reflection energy in 
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seismic data. One strategy is to redefine a reference surface for wave-equation 
datuming. Wave-equation datuming is the name given to upward or downward 
continuation of seismic time data when the purpose is to redefine the reference surface 
on which the source and receivers appear to be located. Berryhill (1984) extended this 
concept from stacked data to pre-stacked data. Unlike datuming with static shifts, wave-
equation datuming moves sources and receivers-and so corrects for traveltimes-in a 
manner consistent with wave equation theory. The normal application for this technique 
is to remove near-surface velocity variations or topography effects that adversely affect 
the continuity and time structure of subsurface reflectors. Berryhill (1984) presented the 
result of moving the source-receiver plane from see a level to a datum plane coincident 
with the sea floor. Then Bevc (1997) upward continued land data with rugged 
acquisition topography to a flat datum at elevation above the topography surface. 
Francesca and Christopher (2002) dealt with irregular subbasalt interfaces at depth, 
using similar method 
However, for frequency domain waveform inversion, the critical problem is to 
effectively use reflection information and avoid the effect of strong refraction energy in 
this step. 
Further work in this direction will concern (1) further reducing computing and 
storage expense; (2) investigate the combined use of direct and iterative solvers (Ben 
Hadj Ali et al. 2007); (3) further investigating the practical application in real datasets. 
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Appendix A 
Finite-difference elastic wave propagation 
A.1 Finite-difference scheme 
The linear elastodynamic equations in two dimensions are 
a2ux atxx atxz 
P ate 	ax 	az 
a2u _ atx  
P at 2- 	ax 	azz 
au x 	au, au au., (A-1)  txx=c11 ax +c13 	+ C15 
aZ 
au 	au 
7 
a: 
au 
ax 
au., 
= C13 ----c +C33 	+ C35 
aX 	aZ aZ ax 
aux +, auz _L. 	aux 4..auz  ax 	-35 az ' C55 az ' ax  
where (ux ,u, ) is the displacement vector, and (x xx ,-r z„T xz ) is the stress tensor. In 
these equations, p(x,z) is the density, and cll , c13 , c15 , c33 , c35 c55 are the six 
elastic constants relating stress to strain, for the two dimensional cases. 
The linear elastodynamic equations can be transformed into the following first-
order hyperbolic system as 
avx arxxatx p 	= 	 -, 
at ax az 
av„ = at 	at „  xz + 
at ax az 
at
X 
x av av, av av 
= C1 1 
ax  
+c,3=  
az 
 +ci5( 
 az  
x + z) 
at  ax 
	
at „ 	avx 	ay.. 	avy av, 	- 	C13 —+ C33 = + C35 = + 	, 
at ax az 	az ax 
av av, atxz 	av x 	av 	 v = L.15 — g-35 — C55 	. 
at 	ax az 	as ax 
(A-2)  
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isotropic medium: 
C11 C13  C15 + 2p,) 
C13  C33  C35  = 
_C15 C35 C55 0 
(A-3) 
where (vx ,vz ) is the velocity vector: vx = aux tat , 	=au.,tat. 
If cl, = c35 = 0 and c11 =c33 , the elastic constants express the special case of an 
where A, and p, are Lame coefficients. 
 
xz 
■ 	 
vx 
• • 
T zz 
(i,j+1) (i+1, j-F1) 
Figure A.1 Location of discretized variables on finite-difference cells. The cells are formed 
by four staggered grids with the normal stresses Txx , T zz defined on the same grid. 
The variables vx , vz , Txx , T= , Tx, can be solved by using a staggered-grid 
approach (Levander, 1988). The locations for the variables vx ,vz , T , Tzz , Tx:: are 
uniquely defined for each cell as shown in Figure A.1. 
Using the derivative operators D x+ , D, , D„ and D„ for the variables 
vx ,vz ,-c xx ,T zz , , the finite-difference scheme of equations (A-2) can be expressed as 
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v(xe-i-1/2)(i 	v(xf-1/2)(i+2, +.f) 
+— [Dx+ [r(xV 	±± z+[liz ± 
0 • 	• 
v(e+1/2) (i, f ) v(e-1/2) 01, 
+ 	[r (! ) (i + j)] + D 	(i, j + -1)]1 At r p x 	2 
j -E)= (xxe) 
+ At kit D 	,Ce+112) 	j 2)] 	[v(z.e4-1/ 2) (i, j)] 
+ c15  (D z _ [v x"+112) (i 	j + i)]+ Dx+ [v 14") (i, j)])1, 
rz(f+1) 	= 	+.1) 
+ At [c13 Dx_[v(xt+112) (i 	+)]+ c33 Dz+ [v ( e+112) (i, j)] 
+ c35 (Dz_[v x"12) (i + j +)1+ Dx+ [v z"12) (i, j)])1 
j),_,Tx(2(t+i, j) 
+ At[ci5 D x_[v x(4112) (i 	j +i)]+ c35 D,[v(,t+112) (i, j)] 
+ c 550 z_[v x"12) (i 	j +i-)]+ Dx+ [vz(e+112) (i, j)]A, 
At 
(A-4) 
where the time derivative is a second-order approximation discretized at an interval of 
At . The derivative operators D 	D, , Dz+ and D, are the forward and backward 
differences in the x - and z -directions. For example, the derivative operator D is 
Dx+ [vz (i, j)]= i[— 	z(i + 2, j)+2-vz(i +1, j)-2vzo,p+Ivz o—i,j)1. 
Ax 24 8 	8 	24 
(A-5) 
Figure A.2 shows the active cells for updating all of the variables using fourth-
order operators. 
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Figure A.2 Interaction and updating scheme for each discretized variable. Updated 
velocities are based upon the stress values in the shaded cells while the updated 
stresses use the velocity values in the shaded cells. 
A.2 Boundary conditions 
In limited-area numerical modelling of wave propagation in the earth, it is 
necessary to introduce artificial boundaries to keep computation down to a 
manageable size. These boundaries will cause significant reflection back toward the 
computational domain, as shown in Figure A.3. 
In this simulation, a 250 x 250 m2 region is discretized using a grid of 255 x 255 
elements. The source time function is a Ricker wavelet with 20 Hz domain frequency, 
and is put at the middle point of the computational region. The P- and S-wave 
velocities are 3000 and 1730 m/s, corresponding to the elastic coefficients en = 17.50 
Gpa, c33 =17.50 Gpa, c13 = 5.83 Gpa, c55 = 5.83 Gpa, c15 = c35 = 0.00 Gpa, and 
p =1.95 kg/m3. 
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Figure A.3 Rigid boundary condition, which causes significant reflection back toward the 
computational domain, for an expanding circular scalar wave. 
What we need is a solution near the boundary consisting of outgoing wave 
motions only. Therefore we need to set some boundary conditions that simulate the 
outward radiation of energy. Depending upon the problem, following boundary 
conditions can be used on the edges: absorbing boundary conditions for simulating an 
infinite medium, stress-free condition (free-surface), or zero-velocity conditions 
equivalent to zero-displacement conditions (rigid-surface) etc. 
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Figure A.4 Absorbing boundary condition, by tapering the normal and shear stress 
components over a thin strip along the boundary, for an expanding circular scalar wave. 
A standard absorbing boundary condition is the radiation condition, which is the 
second-order condition, derived by Clayton and Engquist (1977) for elastic wave 
calculations involving two dimensions. This boundary condition is based on a paraxial 
approximation to the elastic wave equation, and radiation conditions may be satisfied 
explicitly (Clayton and Engquist, 1977; Stacey, 1988). 
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Marfurt (1984) and Cerjan et al. (1985) developed methods based on enlarging 
the computational domain, with the normal and shear stress components along the 
boundary tapered over a thin strip along the boundary (Cerjan et al., 1985). The 
boundary strips used for tapering generally require a width of about 10 nodes, which 
results in less efficient use of memory. However, for anisotropic wave propagation, 
the radiation conditions become complex, and implementation becomes cumbersome, 
especially on parallel machines. Because of the ease of implementation, I chose a 
sponge boundary condition along those boundaries to absorb the incoming energy. 
In figure A.3, the rigid boundary of the solution region acts as a perfect reflector. 
In figure A.4, the absorbing boundary conditions now allow both horizontal and 
vertical waves to pass through the grid perimeter without generating reflections. 
For modelling a semi-infinite space, a free surface means that no normal or 
shear stresses are active. For a surface normal to the z -axis at z = 0 , 
"CZZ =0, 
	and 	txz = 0 . 	 (A-6) 
Consistent with defining the normal stress on the top boundary, the two rows of 
fictitious nodes above the free surface boundary should be defined by making the 
normal stress anti-symmetric, to satisfy the following equations 
—1) = —rzz 0) , 	and 	tz, — 2) = -Tz, (l,  1). 	 (A-7) 
At a stress-free boundary normal to the z -axis, the velocities are set to satisfy the 
following equations 
av- 	&vx 	&v- - = - C35 = + Ci3 aVx 
aZ aZ aX 
 
aV, 	aVx 	aV - 	aV x C35 	+ C55 	= - C 55 = + C15 - . 
aZ 	aZ ax 	ax 
(A-8) 
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Figure A.5 A free-surface boundary condition defined on the top boundary, with the other 
three edge defined by absorbing boundary conditions as figure A.4, for an expanding circular 
scalar wave. 
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A.3 Initial conditions and source excitation 
When time t = 0 , stress and velocity are set to zero every where in the medium. 
Because of these initial conditions, propagating stress and velocity is also equivalent 
to propagating "time-integrated stress" and displacement (Virieux, 1986). 
Alterman and Karal (1968) have solved source excitation. The excitation of any 
kind of source can be applied to velocity and stress. For an impulsive point source, 
which I used in the numerical simulations, the incident stress is obtained by 
convolving the infinite-medium Green's function with the source excitation as 
proposed by Alford et al. (1974). The convolution is obtained in the time domain. The 
impulsive excitation of a Ricker wavelet is 
f (t)=(1-2( 1- 11--it ijeM , 2 
(A-9) 
where fd controls domain frequency of the excitation. 
A.4 Stability and dispersion properties 
For homogeneous media, the numerical stability criterion is given by standard 
spectral analysis as 
VP Atli
1 + 1 <1' AX 2 Az2  
(A-10)  
where VP  is the P-wave velocity. For the special case Ax = Az , the stability condition 
can be rewritten as 
V pTx  
At 	1 
< V i . (A-11)  
The stability condition is independent of the S-wave velocity Vs , or of the elastic 
constants (Virieux, 1986). 
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